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Lawyers interviewed 
SLS fund tops $50,000 
by Teresa Porrettl 
Slot! reporter ^^^ 
When all the spring tuition 
statements are in, an estimated $27,- 
000 is expected to be added to the 
Student Legal Services program this 
semester, Leigh Hollingsworth, chair 
of the SLS Board, said. 
With the money raised from last 
semester's billings, the SLS will have 
more than $50,000, Hollingsworth 
added. 
According to Joseph Martini, bur- 
sar, about 15,250 students charged the 
SLS fee on their spring tuition 
statements. About 80 percent have 
paid for the fee thus far. 
The program, which will provide 
legal services to the students, will be 
the first of its kind in Ohio. 
"The most important part of this 
program is the fact that lawyers will 
Be were to give advice to students on 
all types of problems," Hollingsworth 
"A lot of students just don't know 
their legal rights. This will help make 
everyone more aware," she added. 
THE LAWYER chosen will handle 
consumer relations, landlord-tenant 
disputes and criminal problems af- 
fecting students. 
"The attorney may not be able to 
represent you in court but he/she will 
be able to give you advice and point 
you in the right direction in dealing 
with the problem. They can help clear 
up the legal jargon,' Hollingsworth 
said. 
The board has received 15 re- 
sponses from perspective lawyers. 
Interviews will begin when the law- 
yers submit structured plans for the 
service. 
"We're in the process of setting up 
interviews; we hope to narrow down 
the list of lawyers to three or four. The 
program should be operational by 
spring," Hollingsworth said. 
"We are going to do whatever we 
can to put it into effect," Brian Baird, 
Undergraduate Student Government 
president, said. 
As soon as the service is in use, the 
response of University students will 
help provide further programming 
according to Baird. 
"We want to see the student re- 
sponse. If figures continue to be high, 
we may be able to hire another full- 
time lawyer," he said. 
OTHER STATE universities are 
closely examining the University's 
efforts to begin a student legal serv- 
ice. 
"We have presented booklets on 
SLS to the Ohio Student Association 
and Miami University has started a 
similar program," Hollingsworth 
said. 
"We nope our example can benefit 
other student governments and that 
we can all learn from each other," 
Karen Washbuah, USG vice president 
said. 
According to Hollingsworth, if there 
is good response, the SLS Board may 
be able to afford educational pro- 
grams to teach other universities now 
to set up similar services. 
"This is a first for us, as well as for 
Ohio. We started from scratch and we 
would like to help others get this type 
of program rolling," Hollingsworth 
Military costs termed draining 
WASHINGTON (AP) - House Ma- jority Leader Jim Wright, in a pre- 
emptive Democratic strike at 
President Reagan's State of the Union 
address, said yesterday the nation's 
priorities are "cruelly deranged" at 
the White House, with rising military 
spending draining human resources. 
Former President Gerald Ford 
urged Reagan to stretch out the de- 
fense budget and impose new taxes to 
stem the "dark, ominous cloud" of 
deficit* approaching $300 billion in the 
years to come. 
The budget Reagan will send to 
Congress next week, is expected to 
call for a boost in Pentagon spending 
of about 14 percent, with a projected 
federal deficit of $180 billion, in fiscal 
1965, beginning Oct. 1. Officials say 
Reagan will seek no major new taxes. 
On the eve of the annual presi- 
dential address to Congress, Wright, 
of Texas, delivered a virtual cam- 
paign platform to reverse Reagan 
policies "to revive the American 
dream, to renew the American spirit, 
to rekindle America's faith in our 
future." 
"In a world of distorted values, the 
United States -whose example should 
be leading the world to sanity - begins 
1984 with our priorities cruelly de- 
ranged," Wright said. 
HE URGED THE Republican-con- 
trolled Senate to endorse House- 
passed measures for an economic 
summit of the president and congres- 
sional leaders to produce a plan to cut 
the projected deficit in half. 
Senate Majority Leader Howard 
Baker, R-Tenn., has said bipartisan 
action is necessary to control federal 
spending, particularly in such areas 
as health and welfare payments to 
individuals. 
But he and other congressional 
leaders concede it will be virtually 
impossible to make any major deficit 
reductions in this election year while 
Reagan and House Speaker Thomas 
O'Neill, D-Mass., are at odds. 
Ford said, "If you look at those 
outyear (future) deficits of $170 bil- 
lion to $180 billion, they're scary and 
something has to be done about 
them." 
Reminded that Reagan opposes 
new taxes, Ford said, "I respectfully 
disagree with him. I cant justify the 
kind of deficits they are forecasting 
for calendar and fiscal 1985. The only 
dark, ominoua cloud on the economic 
front is the forecast of those... defi- 
cits." 
Wright also attacked the adminis- 
tration's record on education saying, 
"It is one thing to pray for better 
schools.... but of little avail, unless 
we are willing to pay for better 
schools." 
He also recommended creating a 
computerized national job bank in the 
Labor Department to use constantly 
See SPENDING page 6 
Getting fit to teach bg news stofWSue Cross 
Jennifer Giessler, a graduate assistant studying Recreation Administration, works out in the Student Recreation 
Center's Activities Room, preparing for the "Fit-for-all" classes, which she will help teach. The classes start Feb. 
6 and will run Monday through Thursday at 7 p.m. and Friday at 5 p.m. The "Fit-for-all" classes are a part of the 
Rec Center's special programs and will be free and open on a drop-In basis. 
Resolution's vague wording creates concern among faculty 
by Mark Dl Vlncenzo 
slorl reporter  
A "vague wording interpretation" 
in the resolution of the 60/40 salary- 
merit issue, confused faculty as they 
discussed the issue yesterday at an 
"informal, non-action," open meeting 
for all University faculty. 
According to the resolution, the 
60/40 salary-merit issue is "/or the 
contract year 1964-85," and a group of 
faculty said they thought the 60/40 
issue is intended to last one year. But 
the University administration and 
another group of faculty said the 60/40 
issue is meant to begin in 1984-85 and 
continue in succeeding years. 
"There is a difference of opinion on 
how the resolution is to be read," Dr. 
Betty van der Smissen, chair of the 
Faculty Senate and moderator of the 
meeting, said. 
The 60/40 issue, which the Faculty 
Senate passed by a vote of 30-5 last 
spring and the Board of Trustees 
approved, goes into effect on July 1 - 
the first day of the 198485 contract 
year -and allows for 60 percent of the 
amount of money available for raises 
to go to every faculty member and the 
remaining 40 percent for merit pay 
raises to be distributed 
ments. 
r  
by depart- 
SOME FACULTY members  will 
receive the entire 40 percent merit 
raise, some may receive more and 
others may receive less, van der 
Smissen said. 
The 60/40 salary-merit issue re- 
placed an 80/20 policy. 
Most of the faculty opposed to the 
80/40 issue and its "intended" length 
asked Faculty Senate to consider a 
"new, clearer resolution" and rea- 
soned that since there is divided inter- 
est, the Faculty Senate should "rely 
on the language used in the resolu- 
tion." 
Faculty members opposed to the 
60/40 salary-merit issue said the reso- 
lution states that the new issue is for 
one year - "a testing period." 
"When we (the Faculty Senate) 
voted on the issue, it was Implied to 
everyone that the issue would last one 
year and then be discussed again," 
Theresa Milne, instructor in the Col- 
lege of Education, said. 
Some faculty members opposed to 
the new issue said they wanted consis- 
tency in policy. 
"This is like doing brain surgery on 
a donkey." Dr. Paul Mueller, asso- 
ciate professor of finance and insur- 
ance, said.' 'What does it matter when 
it's all going to change?" 
OTHERS SAID they thought the 
faculty would be penalized by the 
60/40 issue. Full professors would be 
hurt, they said, because the profes- 
sors do not have an opportunity to 
raise their incomes. Because more of 
the money for raises would go for 
merit, faculty members said they 
would not receive as high an across- 
the-board raise as under the 80/20 
policy. 
Some faculty members said the 
administration should not act on a 
salary issue for more than one year at 
a time. 
Proponents of the 60/40 issue said it 
will help faculty not penalize them. 
"When the vote was taken, the 
intention was clear that the 60/40 
issue would last for more than one 
year," Dr. Raj Padmaraj, chair of 
finance and insurance, said. "Al- 
though faculty members will make 
less percentage-wise (60 instead of 
80), they can make more dollar-wise. 
They can make more money." 
Many fauclty members were also 
interested to know how the 40 percent 
merit pay would be distributed since 
there is no University standard for 
measuring merit, and some thought 
the merit process is being "corrupted 
by a political decision by the (Univer- 
sity) administration." 
There are more than 700 faculty 
members at the University rep- 
resented by about 65 members In 
Faculty Senate. 
r 
Despite concessions, labor unions blamed for plant shutdowns 
TOLEDO (AP) - Labor unions are 
getting much of the blame for a recent 
wave of Toledo plant closings, but 
high wages and lucrative Denefit 
packages are not the only reasons for 
shutdowns, union leaders said yester- 
day. 
"I'm sick and tired of labor being 
blamed for firms moving out of To- 
ledo," Harold Leu, president of Tea- 
msters Local 20 said. 
"Basically, it's true that these are 
tough times and it's an employers' 
market I also think that during this 
period there are employers taking 
advantage of this," Leu said. 
He referred to Vroman Foods, 
where the Teamsters recently ended 
a strike by agreeing to wage conces- 
sions. 
Some 80 Teamsters lost jobs when 
Bostwick-Braun Co., a distributor of 
hardware, maintenance, repair and 
operating supplies, decided to move 
its warehousing operation to Indiana. 
"In that cas3, the company never 
said anything about labor costs. It 
just got a better tax deal from another 
Rtate " Leu said. 
REQUESTS FOR concessions have 
been made of two United Auto Work- 
ers locals. After a three-month strike, 
Local 14 agreed to givebacks when 
Midland-Ross threatened to close its 
national castings division. So far, the 
union has rejected concessions for the 
AP Paris Co., which has said it is 
considering moving to the South. 
"I know that there are a number of 
plants leaving town where labor had 
either o-'fered or had recently made 
concessions. Some were even willing 
to sit down and discuss further con- 
cessions," said Charles Hendrix, re- 
gional director of the American 
Federation of State, County and Mu- 
nicipal Employees Council 8. 
"rm not sure someone couldn't say 
labor costs are partly responsible for 
these actions, but it's wrong to lay the 
blame squarely on labor," lie said. 
The Toledo Scale division of Reli- 
ance Electric said its decision to close 
its Toledo factory would stand regard- 
less of worker concessions offered. 
"The Toledo Scale people said peo- 
ple are buying electronic scales, not 
mechanical ones. That is strictly a 
business decision that was made re- 
gardless of labor. 
"I've been in Toledo for 35 years, 21 
of them as a union official, and I've 
never seen anything like we've expe- 
rienced in the last three or four 
weeks," Hendrix added. 
Strong Electric Co., Babcock Dairy 
and Ransom & Randolph, a dental 
supply house, are other companies 
shutting down or relocating. 
"It's tough to be a labor hot dog 
these days,   Hendrix said. 
Leu and Hendrix agreed wage and 
benefit packages, won in collective 
bargaining over the last two decades, 
have contributed to some business 
problems today. 
"This town has hardly known what 
a strike is during that period. The 
employers have made it that easy for 
us. Leu said. "The employer knows 
that if be makes money, well be 
around every three years looking for 
our share." 
-the bottom line 
American 
abroad 
wanted 
DARWTN, Australia (AP) - An 
extradition order for Mark Huf- 
fman, who is charged with embez- 
zling $409,000 from automatic 
hanking machines in Ohio, was 
approved yesterday. 
Magistrate Bill Prendergast 
studied 40 documents from the 
United States before issuing the 
order to return Huffman, 26, to 
Columbus, Ohio. 
Under Huffman's instructions, 
lawyer Bruce McCormack offered 
no resistance to the extradition. 
Huffman is accused of stealing 
8409,000 from Bank One automatic 
teller machines he serviced 13 
months ago. 
Officials said he must wait in 
Darwin Prison at least another 15 
days before he can be turned over 
to U.S. authorities. The delay is to 
allow time for appeal if he changes 
his mind about extradition. Huf- 
fman said he has no intention of 
appealing. 
Huffman R ff , who was indicted by a 
federal grand jury on 26 counts of 
embezzlement, was arrested in 
Darwin, Nov. 24. 
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• The University Union, though still 
operating at a loss, is making more 
money than last year because of 
changes which include the new 
donut and ice cream shops. Page 4 
• Commtncement ceremonies 
may be divided up by college and 
held in Anderson Arena this spring 
instead of at Doyt L. Per-y Field 
Page 5. 
weather 
1
 Periods of sunshine today, a high in 
ithemid-30's. ^ 
Partly cloudy tonight, low near 20- 
25 degrees. 
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Questioning our new Vatican ties 
Meese's past words make 
him an unqualified choice 
Democratic presidential candidate, Walter Mondale, may 
have hit the nail on the head in his response to President 
Reagan's nomination of Edwin Meese III as U. S. attorney 
general. 
"Meese is unfit to be the highest law enforcement official in 
our land. Based on his record, Meese's guiding principle 
appears to be 'with liberty and justice for a few.* " 
Meese was nominated Monday to replace William French 
Smith, who has resigned to return to his private law practice. 
Meese is compared to Smith as a "law and order man" 
favoring capital punishment, less taxation for the wealthy 
and relaxed rules for evidence in trials. 
At the same time, Meese's recent publicity surrounding his 
allegation that the hunger problem in America does not 
really exist, reveals a lack of sensitivity on his part towards 
the plight of starving Americans, many of which represent 
the minority community. 
We should be skeptical of a man whose recent comments 
highlighted in the media suggest his inability to comprehend 
the severity of some national issues, especially when those 
national issues either do not directly affect him-hunger, or 
directly aid him-such as his support for less taxation for the 
wealthy. Considering that the middle and lower class citizens 
bear much of the tax burden now, lowering taxation for the 
wealthy is not a popular issue. 
Meese has long been an instrumental part of the Reagan 
administration and this appointment points to the close 
mental ties that the two men have. Both the administration's 
and Meese's insensitivity to minorities can be seen in their 
past actions and comments. We think that that type of 
insensitivity has no place in any administration, let alone in 
the highest law enforcement office in the nation. 
by Gary Wills 
I see no possible constitutional ob- 
jection to diplomatic relations be- 
tween America and the Vatican. Our 
Constitution forbids the establish- 
ment of a state religion here. When we 
set up relations with a foreign govern- 
ment, it Is none of our business 
whether that government has an es- 
tablished religion. Otherwise, now 
could we deal with England? Or, for 
that matter, with nations that have 
informal establishments (such as Is- 
rael, Egypt and many Arab states)? 
Nor do I see any argument in terms 
of '•favoring" Catholic citizens. Do we 
favor Anglicans in America by having 
relations with England, or Moslems 
by our ambassador to Egypt, or Jews 
by our Israeli ties? If so, it does not 
seem to have caused great concern in 
terms of the Constitution. 
Still, I oppose the recognition of the 
Vatican. Not because I am an Ameri- 
can - the church is not going to hurt 
America. But because I am a Catholic 
- political recognition of the Vatican 
by a superpower hurts my church. It 
encourages it to think of itself as a 
kingdom, a political entity, and that 
has been the source of endless trou- 
bles and corruption In the church. 
I beard a bishop on television de- 
fending "the papal states" - a signifi- . 
cant anachronism-as givingthe pope 
a necessary independence. Far from 
it. Hie papacy's earthly ties have 
made It too dependent on worldly 
calculation, as we see even now in the 
scandal over the Vatican's shady 
bank dealings. 
As a Catholic. I was brought up to 
think the church could be both state 
Lottery breeds inequality for poor 
by  KsjnYork 
There are 500 good reasons for not 
playing the Ohio Lottery... Have 
you played your number today? 
In hard economic times, politicians 
get very creative devising ways to 
enhance revenues while making it 
look like they are not raising taxes. 
Taxing luxuries is an obvious solution 
and a good one because it embodies a 
progressive notion of fairness: people 
who can afford luxuries can afford to 
pay more in taxes than people who 
can barely afford to feed, clothe, and 
shelter their families. An even more 
popular method to raise revenues is to 
institute a state lottery. The attrac- 
tion is based on the idea that the low 
tax rates of Nevada must have some- 
thing to do with the heavy taxes paid 
by casinos. A state lottery goes one 
step further by eliminating the mid- 
dleman. The state makes itself the 
house instead of taxing the house's 
profits. 
In states that have lotteries (e.g., 
Ohio, Michigan, Illinois) they have 
been wildly successful, bringing in so 
much revenue that state legislators 
must hold extraordinary special ses- 
sions to find ways to spend it all, lest 
the budget runs a surplus. Lotteries 
seem tobe an entirely painless way to 
raise money. Any tax will be opposed 
by some group which believes their 
burden unfairly heavy, bat lotteries 
lack an organized opposition. How- 
ever, there are some good reasons to 
oppose them, or to eliminate them 
where they already exist. 
First, to play is to lose. In the Daily 
Number Game, a bet has one chance 
in 1000 of winning, and winning pays 
500 to one. In the long run, everyone 
who plays loses 50 cents every bet. 
For the chance of winnng a very large 
sum of money, everyone who plays 
?iys an equally large sum of money. 
MI may as well make a charitable 
contribution to the state, at least that 
is tax deductable. 
Second, the state knows it must win 
in the long run for the lottery to raise 
revenues, which means that it must 
convince people to play a game that 
they must lose. It must convince 
people to play by fostering the Illusion 
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that people can play against the house 
and win. To phy a game you must 
lose is foolish; to run a successful 
lottery means the state must goad 
people Into acting foolish. The func- 
tion of the government is to help 
people when they cannot help them- 
selves, but is legalized gambling an 
appropriate means to get the money 
necessary to fund programs for social 
welfare? How can the state promote 
the general welfare when it collects 
money by encouraging weaknesses? 
Third, rich people don't play the 
lottery, only poor people do. It is only 
the poor for whom winning a Jackpot 
holds an allure. A lottery fa the most 
regressive form of taxation - the poor 
By because the rich don't play. For 
! rich, and for anyone who doesn't 
play, it la a painless way to raise 
revenues, rather like getting the 
money needed to repair roads by 
extracting tolls from people driving 
through the state on their way some- 
place else. Whatever taxes lotteries 
replace - even property taxes - place 
less of a burden on the poor. 
Fourth, the money for the Ohio 
Lottery was supposed to have been 
earmarked for education, but such 
large amounts of money have a way 
of being diverted into other protects. 
Perhaps people who were once willing 
to put their objections to a state run 
lottery aside, on the condition that the 
money would go primarily for educa- 
tion, would now object to having a 
lottery in its current form. 
There is a venerable social contract 
between a government and the peo- 
ple. If the government desires to 
spend money to promote the general 
welfare, it should honestly raise the 
taxes necessary to fund the program. 
It should not profit by exploiting the 
foolishness of Its citizens. 
Fork Is a columnist for the news 
and is a graduate student majoring in 
industrial psychology. 
and religion, both kingly and pro- 
phetic. But the kingly role has con- 
stantly weakened the far more 
important prophetic role. This was 
true in the Renaissance, as Barbara 
Tuchman argues in her forthcoming 
book, "The March of Folly." It was 
true in the 19th century. It is true now. 
The gospel message Issued from the 
cross comes muffled from a throne. 
Our present pope says these things 
about his fellow priests, whom be 
would exclude from political office. It 
is a sound message, even though it is 
enunciated by a man who holds a 
ruler's office himself. 
Some of those who defend the new 
ties between America and the Vatican 
stress political advantages to our 
country - e.g., shared intelligence - 
which are at odds with the church's 
spiritual mission, things that would 
involve the papacy in superpower 
politics. The appeal of the pope should 
be that of a witness to God and to 
values, not of a player in the power 
games of sovereign nations. 
According to early tradition, St 
Peter and his wife went to Rome as 
obscure workers for the church, un- 
able to speak Latin, living In the 
Christian community. The more a 
pope returns to that condition, the 
more genuine his ministry will be- 
come. I oppose diplomatic recognition 
of the Vatican because that makes it 
harder for us to recognize St. Peter in 
his successors. 
Wills is a columnist for the Universal 
Press Syndicate. 
RAMBUS* 
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More guns and butter for Central America 
by Art Buchwald 
The Kissinger Report to the presi- 
dent recommends more money and 
more guns for Central America. It 
suggests that only a minimum of $8 
billion will save the area. 
What it doesn't deal with is how you 
distribute the economic aid and mili- 
tary arms. It's much easier for the 
United States to vote funds to save a 
country In Central America from 
going Marxist than it Is to see that it 
gets to the right people. 
"Ah, General Regardlas. We have 
good news for you. We are chipping 
10,000 tons of grain to the eastern part 
of the country to win the hearts and 
stomachs of the people." 
"Grades, senor." 
trucks to the rebels last week." 
"I hope you've courtmartialed Col- 
onel Grappas for treason." 
"We've done something worse than 
that We made him our military at- 
tache in Paris." 
"Without trucks, bow do we get the 
grain to the eastern part of the coun- 
"That's a good question. The bridge 
over the Horonunco River has been 
blown up. You could build us a new 
bridge, or I guess my cousin Pedro 
could Just sell the grain on the black 
market in the capital." 
"That isn't exactly what we had in 
mind when we decided to supply you 
with economic and military aid. The 
most important thing in defeating 
Godless Msnrism is to wipe out the 
corruption that is rampant in the 
land/If the people believe their lead- 
ers are cheating them, we will never 
achieve democracy in Central Amer- 
ica." 
"We can achieve it, providing you 
give us modern police equipment so 
we can keep people in line." 
"We're willing to supply the equip- 
ment but you can't use it to torture 
innocent people or opposition leaders 
"Who Is left?" 
"Criminals, Communists and sus- 
pected subversives." 
"What about nuns?" 
"No nuns." 
"I knew there would be strings 
attached." 
"Mr. Kissinger's commission be- 
lieves that by tripling military aid to 
your country you can beef up your 
army and drive the rebels out of the 
country. Do you think that with the 
right equipment your people can do 
thelobf' ^^ 
"Certainly. Once you pay the Salva- 
doran soldier a decent wage be won't 
have to sell his equipment to the other 
side anymore." 
"Now General, one of the sticking 
points as far as Congress is concerned 
fa you people are going to have to give 
up your death squads and punish 
those who are responsible for all the 
innocent people killed in your coun- 
try." 
"We're working on that right now. 
Anyone caught heading up a death 
for it. 
some 
™ij»aai    ' sjMBBzajsjsj    irc jiuui     Uf/       U 
squad Is going to have to answer  
If found guilty, he will be sent to ( 
New militant teminism 
ruining our culture 
Militant feminism Is destroying 
America as the scourge of decency 
and civility. In the last two decades 
we have seen a dramatic increase in 
broken homes, spouse and child abuse 
and sex crimes, which has just about 
kept pace with women's decision to 
wear the pants. 
Clear Views 
Jude 16 in the Bible prophetized of 
militant feminists as follows: "These 
are murmurers, complainers, walk- 
ing after their own lusts: and their 
mouth speaketh great swelling words, 
having men's persons in admiration 
because of advantage." 
Deuteronomy 22:5 is God's admoni- (I timothy 4:1). 
tion against uni-sex and Jude 6:16 is 
the shameful result. Jesus strove 
against feminism and even said to His 
mother: "Woman, what have I to do 
with thee?" And for His crucifiers He 
said: "Father, forgive them, for they 
know not what they do." 
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godforsaken embassy in Rome or Rio 
de Janeiro." 
"I'm sure that will satisfy the crit- 
ics of human rights in Washington. 
But it would also be nice if you could 
hold a few trials of the people who 
killed Americans in your country." 
"That's asking an awful lot from 
the military." 
"It waa just a thought. No one is 
going to press you on it if it will hurt 
tbe morales of the army. Now what 
we would like to do, is send you $300 
million in military aid tbe first year. 
Do you people think you can pacify 
the country with that?" 
"I don't see why not. The more 
firepower in the cities, the less reason 
the El Salvadoran soldier will have to 
go out Into the Jungle and fight." 
"You also have to guarantee us that 
our economic aid will help your peo- 
ple achieve a better standard of life." 
"I don't see any problem there. My 
cousin Eduardo knows all the needy 
people in El Salvador." 
"Well that seems to take care of 
tbe problem. Is there anything I've 
forgotten?" 
''Could you let me have an advance 
of $1 million until our elections? In 
case things don't work out, I'd like to 
buy a condominium in Florida." 
Buchwald Is a columnist for the Los 
Angeles Times Syndicate 
\ 
We can rebuild America with tbe l 
only true word of God, the 1611 King : 
James Bible, or we can continue to let I 
TV hype lead us to tbe slaughter. But ; 
our salvation can only come about • 
through believing that Bible prophecy 3 
wasmeant for the latter times -NOW. 
: 
Wayne Johnson ■ 
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-dateline. 
January 25,1984 
NtOowJ Student Exchange - The 
Center for Educational Options will 
sponsor an information session to 
discuss 1984-85 opportunities to study 
at corresponding universities. The 
session will be held in the Alumni 
Boom of the Student Union from 3:30- 
S p.m. Open to all. 
Intramural Innertube Water Polo -All 
entries are due for women's and co-ed 
innertube water polo teams. Entries 
are due by 4 p.m. at the intramural 
office, 108 Rec Center. Open to all. 
Senior Meeting - Representatives 
from the University Placement Office 
will discuss placement procedures at 
4:30,5:30, and 6:30 p.m. in the second 
floor lounge of the Student Services 
Building. Open to all seniors. 
Community Services -There will be a 
meeting at 6 p.m. in the basement of 
the United Christian Fellowship Cen- 
ter, 313 Thurstin, for anyone inter- 
ested in tutoring children, recreating 
with handicapped adults and visiting 
the elderly. Open to everyone. 
Community Services Internships - 
Community Services will discuss in- 
ternship opportunities and practicum 
placement in community services for 
1984 in the basement of the United 
Christian Fellowship Center. This 
meeting is open to all and will begin at 
6:30 p.m. 
Women in Communications, Inc. -A 
meeting will be held by Women in 
Communications, Inc., which will fea- 
ture a BGSU graduate panel speaking 
on "What It Takes To Get A Job" in 
the Assembly Room on the second 
floor of McFall Center at 7 p.m. This 
meeting Is open to all. 
Farm Labor Organizing Committee - 
The Anti-Racism Task Force and 
Women for Women will sponsor a 
meeting with a video tape presenta- 
tion. This meeting is open to all and 
will be held in the Campus Room of 
the Student Union at 7:30 p.m. 
Faculty Recital - Flutist David Melle 
and bassoonist Robert Moore will give 
a free recital in Bryan Recital Hall of 
the Moore Musical Arts Center at 8 
p.m. This recital is open to all. 
Worship Meeting - The Fellowship of 
Christian Students will sponsor a 
worship meeting in Prout Chapel at 8 
p.m. Open to everyone. 
Dateline, a daily service of the News, 
lists dates and times of campus 
events. Submissions by all organiza- 
tions are welcome and must be turned 
in typed and double spaced one week 
prior to the event. 
campus/local  
Shooting class targeted to teach skill 
by Don Lee 
reporter 
Correction 
The phone number for Public Safety 
was incorrectly listed in yesterday's 
News article on burglaries in Rodgers 
residence hall. The number should 
have read 372-2346. The News regrets 
the error. 
Some University instructors en- 
courage their students to aim high, 
but Set. Maj. Ivan Gibbs would prefer 
that his students aim right oh target. 
Gibbs was assigned by the Army to 
teach classes in rule and pistol »1H11« 
at the University three years ago. 
Since then, he has instructed about 
300 students in rifle and pistol skills, 
and range safety. 
Students are made familiar with 
.22-caliber target rifles and pistols 
and are introduced to the M-16, the 
U.S. Army's automatic rifle. 
Although proficiency with the weap- 
ons is one of the goals of the course, 
Gibbs said, "the emphasis is on 
safety. Each time a student picks up a 
rifle or pistol, he checks to make sure 
it is cleared (safe). All joking stops." 
The course is open to all freshman 
and sophomore students at the Uni- 
versity, and always fills up quickly, 
Capt. John Cogley of the University's 
Army ROTC program, said. Cogley 
helped to design the course and ap- 
proved the syllabus. 
"The course is designed as a draw- 
ing card for the Reserve Officer 
Training Corp program. It's a 'fun 
course.' Ii offers University students 
a skill-producing course and also tells 
students of the advantages of the 
ROTC program." Cogley said. 
Although Cogley said that one func- 
tion of the course is to "remove the 
fear most people have of firearms," 
Gibbs said most of his students have 
fired some type of firearm before 
enrolling in his class. 
Taking aim bg n«ws stanTSue Cross 
j£2 Effilft " senior9ur«Phi« de"gn major takes aim at the target in the University Rifle Range which is 
located in the basement of Hayes Hall. Pantanella signed up for a military science class, because she has a 
shotgun and wanted to learn how to shoot other firearms. 
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American Heart Association WERE FIGHTING FOR NOUR LIFE 
MORTAR BOARD 
Scholarship - Leadership - Service 
1984 MORTAR BOARD CANDIDATES 
Mortar Board Candidate Information Request Forms 
have been sent to all Juniors in the top 3556 of their 
class (usually a 3.0 or above). If you are a Junior with a 
dual degree program, a Junior with Senior hours, or if 
you are eligible and did not receive an Information 
Request Form, please contact the 
Residence Life Office 
425 Student Services Building 
 For more information, call 372-5797 
CLEVELAND BOUND ? 
Interested in LOW-COST 
Return bus shuttle service 
from Campus to Cleveland area ? 
RESPOND 354-2242 
Shuttle will be arranged according to response 
M 
CAMPUS MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
352-9302 
Anytime 
•Close to all your needs, classes, convenient 
More* and town. 
•Furnished. 2 bedroom apartments renting 
now lor the summer and fall. 
•Limited number of roommate positions 
for this semester. 
•On-slte management, maintenance and 
laundry facilities. 
•All utilities paid except lights. 
Visit Our  Model/Office:505  Clough. 
Suite BIS Next to Sterling & Dorsey's 
OF»EN 
PANTRY 
FOOD   MART 
7 DBVS TIL mmmcHT 
425 EAST 
W00STER STREET 
PHONE: 3521723 -am Mai luniu' 
Borden 
Homogenized or 
2% Lowfat 
MILK 
$169 
*»*    ■■ 
Bordtn 
,•£""100% Pure 
ORANGE 
, JUICE 
*" $119 
Bordtn 
Old Fashioned 
ICE CREAM 
flssrli >g 
Nabisoo 
PREMIUM 
SILTIIE CRACKERS 
RC or 
DIET RITE 
Kraft 
MACARONI I 
CHEESE DINNER 
7'A SLkM 49 
Eokriok 
SMOKY-LINKS 
\       $139 
^-■II-.H»    I a 
BEER 1 WIRE IT STiTE MINIMUM PRICES! 
DELI SHOPPE 
SPECIAL! 
• FRESH DONUTS • HOT FOOD TOGO*  HOT COFFEE • PARTY TRA YS • 
•   SOUPS    SALADS   •   HOT  CHOCOLATE   •    BAGELS    • 
Colby Longhorn 
CHEESE 
.
$1.99 
Eckrich 
BOLOGNA 
.
$1.69 
Food 
vings 
Hard SALAMI 
.'1.99 
Muenster CHEESE 
.M.99 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
DELIVERS" 
Free 30 minute delivery 
and 10 minula ockup 
1616E. Wooster 
Bowling Green, Oh. 
Phone 352-1539 
DOUBLES- 
Two Puns For One Low Pre* 
Deluxe Domino's 
Pizza 
Ptpparoni. Mushrooms. 
Onions. Green Peppers. 
Sausage 
Additional Hams 99c 
Pepperoni, Mushrooms. 
Ham. Onions. Gieen 
Peppers. Olives. Saus  ge 
Ground Bee I. Hoi Peppers 
Double Cheese. Eilra 
Thick Crust 
Our Superb Cheese Pizzas 
Two 10" Cheese Pizzas $5.49 
Two 12" Cheese Pizzas $6.99 
Two 14" Cheese Pizzas it.iS 
$1.50 $1.50 off on any 1 itam 14" double* purchase 
Fast Fraa DeNvery. 
Good at locations 
listed 
352-1539 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
$100 II 00 oil any I-item 12" doubles purchase 
Fesl Free DeNvery. 
Good at locations 
listed. 
352-1539 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Two free 
colas 
Gel two free colas 
with any doubles 
purchase. 
Fast Free DeNvery. 
Good at locations 
listed 
352-1539 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
One free 
item 
"i Get one Item In 
any sue doubles. 
Fast Free DeNvery 
Good at locations 
listed. 
352-1539 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
DINNER 
FOR FOUR 
2 12" one item 
puias plus 2 Colas 
lor only Sis*. 
$7 99 
Feet Free Deem 
Good at location! 
352-1539 
~~mL Bowling Green, Ohio 
»:■. 
J 
Single 
special 
s2 9C 
One 10" 1 - Her. 
pizza lor S2.9B. 
Feel Free OeUve 
Good a* local* 
352-1539 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
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Car winterization prevents headaches   changes made 
■campus/local 
by Shelly Trusty 
reporter  
It's 30 decrees below 
zero and you don't feel like 
walking. So you find your 
ignition key, dig your car 
out from beneath the ice, 
wrestle with the frozen 
lock, crawl inside, turn the 
key, and... nothing hap- 
pens. 
According to Public 
Safety Director Bill Bess 
you should have winterized 
your car. 
"If you have a problem 
with your car while on 
campus, Public Safety can 
help you get your car un- 
locked, but they cannot jump your car tor you," 
Bess said. 
"Make sure your oil is 
okay. Make sure you have 
antifreeze. It's better to fill 
your tank and put some 
dry gas in your tank. It 
(dry gas) is something that 
prevents gas line freeze- 
ups, and in this super-cold 
weather that's frequently a 
problem," Bess added. 
Joe Mason, a mechanic 
for 27 years and part- 
owner of Phillips «, Woofl- 
ter Street,aslo said dry gas 
is a good idea. 
"Dry gas has an alcohol 
base that mixes with the 
water in the gas to move it 
through the line," he said. 
"Some people believe in it, 
some people don't. Most 
gasolines these days have 
additives to help with 
moisture, but for my own 
car I put dry gas in the 
tank in the early fall and 
the middle of the winter." 
IF YOUR GAS line 
freezes, the only help is 
warmth. 
"You either have to wait 
for the weather to warm 
up, or you have to take 
your car someplace 
warm,"   Mason   said. 
"Sometimes it gets so bad 
that we have to take the 
tank off to clear the line." 
"If you keep vour gas 
tank at least half-full, you 
are less apt to have con- 
densation and freeze-ups," 
he said. 
"Diesel fuel will gel 
when it gets colder and 
won't move through the 
line. There is a diesel fuel 
treatment, but I like to put 
some unleaded gas in with 
the diesel. It's much 
cheaper, and it works just 
as well as the expensive 
treatment," Mason added. 
"Tires may look low in 
cold weather, but if you put 
air in them when it s cold, 
they'll be too full when it 
warms up," he said. "If 
people get their car serv- 
iced before cold weather 
sets in, a lot of problems 
can be avoided. 
Cars need much more 
than  just   tender   loving 
care to get them through 
the winter." 
The Disaster Service of- 
fice, located in the sheriffs 
office of the county office 
building, has several pam- 
phlets that outline emer- 
gency essentials that 
should be carried in cars. 
The pamphlets, When 
Winter Cornea..., and Di- 
saster Driving suggest that 
these items should be 
placed in a car during the 
winter: at least two blan- 
kets, water proof matches 
and candles, extra cloth- 
ing, a steel shovel, sand, 
rope, an auto jack, dry 
foods (nuts or candy), jumper cables, a flashlight 
with spare batteries, 
flares, two garbage bags 
(to use as protection 
against wind if you must 
leave your car), and metal 
coffee cans to melt snow 
for drinking (eating snow 
can tower body tempera- 
ture). 
If the driver becomes 
stranded, the pamphlets 
say to stay with the car. It 
provides much more pro- 
tection than a coat. Drink- 
ing alcohol may make the 
driver feel warmer, but it 
actually slows metabolism 
and will make the driver 
colder and more sluggish. 
If stranded for a long 
time, do not run the car 
engine and beater more 
than 10 minutes every 
hour. Make sure the ex- 
haust pipe is not blocked, 
and Keep the window 
cracked to prevent carbon 
monoxide poisoning. 
Emergency phones are 
located on the north part of 
campus between lots one 
and 16, and near lot six 
which is east of campus. 
Emergency phones auto- 
matically ring Public 
Safety. 
Union improves 
ACGFA INFORMATION SESSIONS 
Organizations which are funded or which seek to be funded by the 
general fee are invited to participate in ACGFA information sessions. 
The purpose of these sessions is to inform members of ACGFA about 
an organization's purpose, programs, goals and objectives. These 
sessions are separate from budget hearings. 
Organizations wishing to participate should submit a written 
statement of the organization's purpose, programs, goals and 
objectives to the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs, 305 
Student Services Building, by Monday, February 6. Information 
sessions will be held on Saturday, February 11 and Sunday, February 
12. Organizations will be assigned a time to appear before ACGFA 
when statements are submitted. 
WINTHROP TERRACE APTS. 
NOW TAKING DEPOSITS FOR FALL 
"EARLY BIRD 
S P E CIAL" 
HE PIY HEAT. HATER. CABLE 
AND TRASH PICKUP 
3 Locations - Napoleon Rd, Palmer Ave. 
Summit St. 
♦10.00 per month OFF rent if lease 
is signed by March 31st. 
1 I 2 BDRM APTS 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
400 Napoleon Rd. 
352-0135  
Office Hrs: 9-5 Evenings By Appt. 
r 
♦ ♦ 
t ♦ 
♦ 
x ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
♦ i 
A PUBLIC 
MEMORIAL SERVICE 
to celebrate the life of 
Richard A. Lenhart 
1928-1984 
Associate Dean of Students 
for 
University Student Activities 
Will be held tommorrow 
Thursday, January 26,1984 
at 11:30a.m. in 
the Grand Ballroom 
of the University Union 
by Rita Glnley 
stott reporter 
Recent changes in the 
University Union have re- 
sulted in a new look and 
improved business. 
According to Inghram 
Milliron, director of Man- 
agement Support Services, 
"The Union previously op- 
erated at a loss, is pres- 
ently operating at a 
reduced loss, ana by the 
end of this year will hope- 
fully be in the black." 
"Financially we look 
good," he saioV'We are 
presently running at an 
increase of 10 to 12 percent 
from last year, and by the 
end of this year I hope to 
hit 18 percent." 
Some of the visible 
changes are the new donut 
and ice cream shops found 
in the Falcon's Nest, the 
renovated Cardinal Room, 
and a menu change in the 
Pheasant Room. 
"We've done a lot of in- 
ternal changing to get a 
smoother operation, and 
change brings new in- 
puts, Ruth Friend, coor- 
dinator of Grant 
Development, Projects, 
and Trainees, said. 
She also cited a better 
menu selection and 
quicker service as reasons 
for the changes. 
ACCORDING TO MIL- 
LIRON, "The success of 
the changes are hopefully 
going to increase sales on 
an overall basis. The Bowl- 
ing Greenery, formerly the 
Card inal Room does a 
daily average of $900 in 
sales, while the donuts do 
about $600, with the ice 
cream probably some- 
where near the same." 
The recently installed 
computer lab in the Union 
may have some effect on 
Union business. 
"The computer lab has 
increased traffic through 
the Union and I would as- 
sume to equate that with 
sales, but I'm not sure," 
Milliron said. 
Not only is the Union now 
in a position to make a 
financial profit, but it can 
also offer a number of 
services to the students. 
"I am driving for the 
financial as well as' the 
service aspects. I like to 
provide a good service; 
people enjoy it and they 
spend money. The two sim- 
ply go together," Milliron 
"We are working on a 
pride level by bringing 
pride into the building. 
"We're bringing a sense 
of excitement to the fa- 
cility by making changes, 
because in order to keep 
interest, you* have to 
change," he said. 
Safety curtails fires 
by Jesiica Katz 
reporter 
Winter is the most haz- 
ardous season for fires due 
to weather conditions, 
according to Bowling 
Green Fire Chief Howard 
Rutter. 
Since there are more fire 
hazards during the winter, 
people should be more cau- 
tious of fire safety, Rutter 
said. Fire drills are a state 
law, and the law says that 
any public building, 
school, dormitory or insti- 
tution must have at least 
one fire drill a semester. 
He said it is very impor- 
tant to take heed of fire 
drills as if they are real 
fires. 
A problem during drills 
occurs with people who get 
their kicks out of pulling 
fire alarms and watching 
people drag themselves 
out of bedto go outside until 
it has been determined 
whether or not there really 
is a fire, Rutter added. 
Rutter said this act is a 
misdemeanor. 
The major cause of fires 
at the University is care- 
lessness, including over- 
load of power circuts, 
improper storage of flam- 
mable liquids and failure 
of electrical appliances, 
such as ripped or frayed 
wires, Rutter said. 
"If students have an ap- 
Cnce in their rooms with 
type of faulty wiring, it 
should be repaired or dis- 
carded." he said. 
RUTTER STATED that 
very few fires in rooms are 
due to smoking, which he 
finds as being pretty sur- 
prising. At one time can- 
dles and other open flames 
were a culprit of many 
fires, but they are now 
illegal in all of the dorms. 
Rutter said if a fire 
starts in a dorm room, 
follow the directions on the 
fire alarm and use the fire 
extinguisher. The fire 
alarms do not notify the 
Fire Department. 
Ed Klein, hall director of 
Anderson residence hall, 
said after evacuation, the 
staff locates the fire source 
and then the hall director 
notifies the Fire Depart- 
ment. If the hall director is 
not there, the resident ad- 
visers notify the Fire De- 
partment. 
SKI CLUB 
INVITES YOU TO 
SKI THE WEEKENDS 
JANUARY 27-29 BLUE MT.: CANADA 
FEBRUARY 10-12 GREEK PEAK: N.Y. 
FEBRUARY 24-26 HOLIDAY VALLEY: N.Y. 
MEETINGS: WEDNESDAYS 8:00 p.m. 
070 OVERMAN 
Shopping for eyeglasses J 
BEST BUY 
IN SIGHT! 
MOM (ItAH OI.ASS 
MM,I t   VISION It 
STAKUAKI) 
QLANS  kill ' ■  Al S $29^ $4988 
complete with frames 
Our every day low prices for lop quality eye- 
glasses with lenses 10 your presoption. your choke 
of over 1000 current fashion frames, and the most 
meticulous, professional fitting and service you 
can b'jy anywhere, ai any price Only plastic. 
timed, oversize or overpower lenses priced highej 
 campus/local  
Indoor service possible 
Split commencement? 
bg news/January 25, 1984 5 
bv Tefeta Perrertl 
stall reporter 
Graduation ceremonies 
may be split up into per- 
spective colleges and held 
in Anderson arena, accord- 
ing to the academic affairs 
coordinator of Undergrad- 
uate Student Government, 
Steve Zirkel. 
At last night's USG 
meeting, Zirkel said "If 
they split it up, students in 
the College of Business Ad- 
ministration will be grad- 
uating at 8:30 a.m., 
students in Arts and Sci- 
ences and Musical Arts 
will begin at 12:15, and 
those in education, health 
and community services 
and Firelands will begin at 
3:30." 
"Why have one univer- 
sity if you're going to di- 
vide commencement up 
into small parts," Zirkel 
said. 
If the proposal is passed, 
commencement will be 
moved from Doyt L. Perry 
Field to Anderson Arena. 
Guests of graduates will be 
limited to four or six per 
student and only faculty 
and deans of the individual 
colleges will attend each 
ceremony. 
"I fed students aren't 
setting a fair shake in this 
deal. No one even knows 
about it," Zirkel said. 
Surveys asking students 
to express their feelings on 
this change are being col- 
lected by the Student Wel- 
fare Committee. 
"Undergraduates will be 
asked to vote on whether 
they like the old way or the 
new proposal," Lori Ter- 
rell. Chair of the Student 
Welfare Committee, said. 
"If people like the old way, 
I think we ought to revise it 
and stick withit." 
One positive aspect of 
moving graduation to a 
smaller, indoor facility 
was the recognition by 
peers. 
"In the stadium you 
graduate with your col- 
lege, that is all your recog- 
nized for, it would be more 
personable in Anderson, 
you would hear your name 
being called and you would 
know the speaker," Karen 
Washbush, vice president 
undergraduate student 
government, said. 
Student government 
feels that whatever choice 
is made its going to be up 
to the students, Zirkel sail 
"Students can make a 
difference if they voice 
their opinions," be added. 
"Student government is 
here to represent the entire 
student body, I want to get 
the opinion of everyone, if 
they want to go with the 
new way we'll (USG) sup- 
port it,'' Washbush said. 
"When the proposal was 
presented before Faculty 
Senate by the ad hoc com- 
mittee, I feel the seniors 
weren't even asked about 
how they feel about it I 
think the administration 
would be willing to work 
with the resolution that 
graduating seniors come 
up with," Zirkel added. 
Married couples off-campus 
bv Cothy Wise 
'eporler  
Though other universi- 
ties provide on-campus 
housing for married stu- 
dents, the University does 
not because off-campus 
housing is already avail- 
able, according to Mousing 
Director Robert Rudd. 
Rudd said, "as long as 
housing off-campus is 
available to married stu- 
dents, the University won't 
interfere with it." 
Kent State is one univer- 
sity that offers on-campus 
housing. 
The married population 
at the University is about 6 
percent of Jie total student 
population, and shows no 
sign of further growth, 
Rudd said. He also said the 
University does not offer 
law, medical or engi- 
neering programs for 
graduate students, which 
bring new growth to the 
married population at 
other universities. 
Rudd said enough off- 
campus housing exists for 
married students, and with 
the dropping enrollment 
for next year, there will be 
more housing available to 
them. 
He added this is why the 
organization controlling 
construction on campus, 
the Ohio Board of Regents, 
will not allow any new 
buildings or conversion of 
existing ones for married 
students, Rudd said the 
University cannot compete 
with off-campus housing in 
the cost of construction due 
to the more lenient city 
zoning laws. 
THE OHIO Board of Re- 
gents states that a campus 
building must be built to 
last at least 40 years, the 
building's mortgage life, 
while city law only de- 
mands ten years of life. 
The University also does 
not want to compete with 
city tax dollars By giving 
students an alternative to 
housing within the city, he 
said. 
Consumer Projects 
Head David Mihanovic, a 
senior statistics major, 
said that if married stu- 
dents need help in finding 
off-campus housing, the 
Student Consumer Union 
in the Student Services 
Building offers free infor- 
mation   for   off-campus 
housing. Also available is 
information on legal rights 
as a tenant and any land- 
lord problems a student 
may encounter, Mihanovic 
said. 
Beth Moore, a married 
student who commutes 
from Findlay, said she 
would only consider mar- 
ried housing on a financial 
basis, but is happy with her 
present situation. 
"If subsidization were 
available to lessen the cost 
of bousing, my husband 
and I might look into it," 
Moore, a music history 
major, said. "But, we 
would also be concerned 
with our privacy and the 
other kinds of people who 
lived around us because we 
are basically quiet." 
Support the American Heart Association, 
BASH RIPROCKS  •   BASH RIPROCKS 
DASH RIPROtXS 
Sunday: Noon-11 pm        1 28   W.   WOOSTER 
Mon-Wed: 11 am-11 pm 
Thur-Sat: 11 am-1 pm 
BASH    RIPROCKS • BASH 
DELIVERY:       $ 
5 pm-CLOSE    g 
DAILY 
354-3939 
"Where you always get more for your money" 
BUY ONE GET ONE FOR 1/2 PRICE 
BUY ANY DINNER ENTREE OR SPECIALTY ITEM AT 
REGULAR PRICE. . .GET ONE OF EQUAL OR LESSER 
VALUE   FOR HALF PRICE 
EXPIRES* 
EAT IN • CARRY OUT • DELIVERY   JAN. 27,1984 
Hsva   • sxooadia HSVB • s»ooadiu  HSVB • sxooudia HSVB • saoou -o 
MIDWEST FARMWORKERS OS STRIKE 
Since August of 1978 over 2,000 farm worker* under the leadership pf the 
Farm Labor Organizing Committee (FLOC) have* been on strike in the tomato 
fields contracted to the Campbell Soup Company. A boycott of Campbell 
products was initiated In 1979.   The strike and boycott will continue until 
the Campbell Soup Company sits down to negotiate with farm workers and 
tomato growers. 
WAGES AND WORKING CONDITIONS 
* Wages average only $1.96 per hour. 
* Deductions made for social security and taxes are pocketed by dishonest crewleaders and farmers. 
* Pesticides are still sprayed while workers are in the fields; state and federal regulations are Ignored. 
* 300% greater possibilty of work related injuries. 
HOUSING 
* One room plywood shacks house whole families. 
* No indoor plumbing; outhouses serve adults and children. 
' Water supply is contaminated by pesticide run-off. 
DISCRIMINATION 
* Evictions are used by growers to resolve "labor disputes.'' 
* Schools have separate policies for migrant children. 
* Police harassment follows workers from state to state. 
HEALTH 
* Infant mortality is 125% higher than national averages. 
* Life expectancy is 49 years due to accidents and diseases. 
FIND OUT MORE ABOUT FLOC, THE 8TRIKE AND THE CAMPBELLS BOYCOTT: 
Wednesday, Jan. 25       7:30 p.m. 
Campus Room, Union 
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Steel industry hopes for restricted imports 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Steel industry boosters 
from mill towns to Capitol 
Hill are hoping that worker 
layoffs, staggering losses 
and election-year politics 
will bring government ac- 
tion to restrict the amount 
of foreign steel being 
shipped   to   the   United 
The most popular strat- 
egy calls for industry exec- 
utives,   the   United 
Steelworkers union and 
steel-state legislators to 
unite behind a bill that 
would limit steel imports 
for five years, to 15 percent 
of total U.S. consumption - 
substantially less than the 
current total. 
Bethlehem Steel and the 
USW announced yesterday 
that they were pursuing an 
alternate route to the same 
goal with a sweeping trade 
complaint seeking quotas 
or tariffs against all for- 
steel shipments. In 
their complaint to the In- 
ternational Trade Com- 
mission, they contend the 
imports -fairly traded or 
not - are eating into their 
Jobs and profits. 
"There's no dis- 
agreement over objec- 
tives. The industry is going 
down a series of different 
paths to get there," said 
Robert Peabody, president 
of the American Iron and 
Steel Institute, which has 
not Joined the Bethlehem 
suit. 
THE  TRADE  GROUP 
and most of its members, 
worried that the Bethle- 
hem petition will produce 
no results or unsatisfac- 
tory ones, are lobbying 
hard for the quota bill. 
"We're looking for some- 
thing that will reduce im- 
ports either by agreement 
or legislation, Rep. John 
Murtha, D-Pa., chair of the 
House Steel Caucus, said. 
"We want to see the i 
bill passed, but well I 
what we can get It proba- 
bly will have to be some 
kind of compromise with 
the White House." 
Deputy Trade Represen- 
tative Robert Lighthiwr 
said, "There's a difference 
between a global quota and 
putting limits on imports to 
resolve an unfair trade 
suit" 
But Sen. John Heinz, R- 
Pa., chair of the Senate 
Steel Caucus, said individ- 
ual trade complaints filed 
by steel companies against 
various countries and 
products would impose 
barriers "even more strin- 
gent" than the proposed 15 
percent cap. 
"As they (administra- 
tion officials) become 
faced with the reality of 
those suits, they may come 
to believe the quota legis- 
lation will be more helpful 
than harmful," Heinz said. 
Murtha said he doubts 
the president will publicly 
support an international 
quota, but he expects un- 
employment in the indus- 
try to grow if the situation 
does not change. 
"If the election tightens 
up during July and August, 
that's when we'll have the 
most possibility of getting 
things worked out, Mur- 
tha said. 
The steel industry lost 
more than $8 billion in 1962 
and 1983. Employment has 
rebounded from an all- 
time low of 151,000 in No- 
vember 1962 to more than 
240,000 a year later, but 
remains far below the mid- 
708 peak of 453.000. 
The industry is now oper- 
ating at about 68 percent 
capacity after having cut 
nearly 10 percent of its 
production capacity last 
year. 
SPENDING. 
from page 1 
updated government sta- 
tistics to keep track of "ex- 
actly what Jobs are 
planned to become avail- 
able, in just what numbers 
and in what locations, six 
months in advance." 
But his strongest rhe- 
toric was reserved for an 
attack on ever-increasing 
military spending, which 
Wright called a "grotesque 
misuse of our God-given 
treasure." He denounced 
the costly arms race, add- 
ing that the cost alone 
MED. 2 ITEM PIZZA 
WITH 2 CANS OF COKE 
ONLY $5.00 
I      2*W*     I 
should be sufficient induce- 
ment for the two countries 
to negotiate a solution. 
"But peace, no less than 
war, must be waged," he 
said. "Someone must take 
the initiative. I would like 
mat someone to be the 
of the United 
Personal finances may become public 
I   Expires 2/7/84 352-3551 
L —— — — — COUPON- —— — — — J 
APARTMENTS 
AVAILABLE AT: 
825 3rd St. 
1 BDRM FURN.INCLUDES 
GAS AND WATER 
$300/month 
841 8th St. 
2 BDRM, 1 1/2 Bath 
FURN. $325/month 
733,755,777 MANVILLE 
2 BDRM, 1 1/2 Bath 
UNFURN. $300/month 
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES 
AVAILABLE 
NONEMAN REAL ESTATE 
354-3951 
Wright said the presi- 
dent ''should publicly pro- 
pose to the Soviet Union, 
that each of us reduce our 
military expenditures this 
year by 10 percent -say $27 
billion each." 
He said the money could 
be put into a fund handled 
by an impartial interna- 
tional agency and used to 
care for the world's needy. 
He said social aid, not 
military aid, should be the 
key to U.S. policy toward 
Central America. 
Administration officials ■an's defense bud- 
get for fiscal 1985 will call 
for spending authority of 
$305 billion, up 18 percent 
from this year. Actual out- 
lays -excluding funds to be 
spent in future years on 
long-term projects - would 
be up 14 percent. 
COLUMBUS (AP) - 
While opponents said it 
would discourage some 
qualified people from run- 
ning, a bill to require 
school board members and 
candidates to file financial 
disclosure statements was 
recommended for passage 
by a Senate committee 
yesterday. 
The House-passed mea- 
sure, sponsored by Rep. 
Ray Miller Jr., D-Colum- 
bus, cleared the Senate 
Judiciary Committee, 5-4, 
with Republicans voting 
against if. 
If enacted, the bill would 
require board members 
and candidates to file fi- 
nancial disclosure 
statements with the Ohio 
Ethics Commission begin- 
ning in July 1965. They are 
exempt from disclosure 
now, as are village and 
township officials. 
Lou Kitchen of the Ohio 
Association of Public 
School Employees favored 
the bill, saying public edu- 
cation and administration 
is big business, with 
boards responsible for 
spending millions of dol- 
lars. 
"I think the very fact 
that they are spending pub- 
lic dollars, in and of itself. 
places a responsibility on 
them to disclose publicly 
their sources of income.'' 
Kitchen told the commit- 
tee. 
HE SAID THERE is no 
way now to discover board 
members' conflicts of in- 
terest. 
Sen. Richard Finan, R- 
Cindnnati, said the disclo- 
sure requirement would 
discourage board mem- 
bers or potential members 
with substantial financial 
holdings from seeking 
election. 
"That's the most thank- 
less elected position in the 
state of Ohio. It really is. 
They get no pay. I really do 
think that by now saying 
that all of their financial 
holdings have to become 
r^ ^ 
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PERMANENT TIME SAVERS. 
There s nothing like a perm lor sheer manageability and 
convenience It can save you countless hours in Iront ol the 
mirror And these days that counts tor a lot 
One perm vte otter is Creative Curl ■ Irom Redken We like it 
because it s gentle to the hair You II love it tor its stylish 
tlexibility Creative Curl lets you take your look trom casually 
elegant to elegantly casual quickly and hassle tree1 
So give us a call soon And see how Creative Curl can save 
you time Permanently 
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LET 
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DAYT0NA BEACH 
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public knowledge that 
there's going to be a lot of 
people who will say they're 
not going to do that," Fi- 
nan said. 
David Cavanaugh, su- 
perintendent of the Deer 
Park Community City 
Schools, predicted the bill 
will   prompt   qualified 
board members to resign 
and deter others from run- 
ning. 
The ethics commission 
has not taken  a formal 
rition on the bill, but said 
'supports the general 
concept of financialdisclo- 
sure. 
Stephan Stover, the com- 
mission's executive direc- 
tor, said the bill would Add 
5,600 people to the number 
required to file financial 
disclosure statements. 
About 9.000 statements 
were filed last year, a fig- 
ure boosted by tilings from 
candidates in local elec- 
tions. 
Court grants reprieve 
STARKE, FbJ. (AP) - A 
federal appeals court 
granted a &hour stay of 
execution for convicted 
killer Anthony Antone 
early yesterday, hours be- 
fore he was to die in Flor- 
ida's electric chair. 
The 11th U.S. Circuit 
Court of Appeals said the 
stay was to allow Antone to 
1 to the U.S. Supreme 
Earlier, U.S. District 
Judge George Carr had 
decflned to block the 7 a.m. 
Eastern Standard Time ex- 
ecution of Antone, 66, the 
oldest inmate on Florida's 
death row. 
Carr  said  the  claims 
raised, chiefly that of inef- 
fective counsel, had been 
argued fully and denied 
two years ago in other 
courts, including his. 
THE   CONDEMNED 
man had been described 
Monday evening as "very 
calm and relaxed, 
according to Vernon Brad- 
ford, a Corrections Depart- 
ment spokesperson. 
Antone refused to talk to 
clergy, but was visited 
Monday by his sister, Ro- 
salie Antonuccio, and by a 
lawyer, Susan Cary, Brad- 
ford said. 
Despite   Antone's   per- 
sistent claims of inno- 
cence, he was condemned 
as the middleman in the 
1975 contract slaying of 
former Tampa vice detec- 
tive Richard Cloud, a 
feared underworld oppo- 
nent gunned down in the 
doorway of his home. 
Antone said that he had 
no fear of death. "As far as 
I'm concerned, there's no 
such thing as death," An- 
tone said, adding that he 
has a firm belief in meta- 
physics and meditation. 
r
'You just discard your ve- 
hicle and go on." 
He still denied the crime, 
stating, "I have never 
killed anyone." 
  .   .    . i, 
BGSU CAMPUS MAGAZINE 
Your campus magazine wants 
YOU! Miscellany, BG's semesterly 
feature magazine, is looking for 
writers for it's Spring edition. 
All interested students are invited to attend 
an informational meeting on Tuesday, 
January 31st, at 7:30p.m. in 306Hanna Hall. 
If you are interested but can't attend, please call Gena 
Gallagher, editor, at 2-5520. 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
UNIVERSITY COURTS 
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Law offers active role 
Victims may see day in court 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Vic- 
tims of crime would be 
allowed to play a more 
active role in the criminal 
justice system under a 
group of bills that a Senate 
subcommittee recom- 
mended for adoption yes- 
terday. 
"What you see out there 
among victims' groups, is 
a frustration that somehow 
they're denied access to 
the system. They now will 
have a statutory right of 
access to that system at a 
critical point... that point 
being at a plea stage, Sen. 
Richard Pfeiffer, D-Co- 
lumbus, said. 
Pfeiffer, who headed the 
Senate Judiciary subcom- 
mittee that considered the 
bills, said they are de- 
signed to meet concerns of 
prosecutors about admin- 
istrative burdens and "rec- 
ognize the concerns that 
victims have that they 
should have some mean- 
ingful participation di- 
rectly in the process." 
The bills would: 
•Give victims or their 
families a right to be noti- 
fied when a violator of cer- 
tain violent, bodily harm 
offenses is to appear at 
hearings in which a plea 
might be entered. It is 
sponsored by Sen. Thomas 
Carney, IHJirard. 
•Give victims the right 
to appear at such hearings 
disposing of a case and 
allow them to present evi- 
dence or testimony. Spon- 
sored by Pfeiffer, the 
measure also would pro- 
hibit criminals from profit- 
ing from their crimes 
through sales of a book, for 
example. 
•Recognize neighbor- 
hood organizations helping 
crime victims and allow 
them to hire a lawyer who 
would become an 
ombudsman for victims or 
witnesses in the neighbor- 
hood. It is sponsored by 
Sen. Charles Butts, D- 
Cleveland. 
•Establish an Ohio Vic- 
tim-Witness Advisory 
Board in the attorney gen- 
eral's office to consider 
applications from local 
victim-witness programs 
for funding. As introduced 
by Sen. Lee Fisher, D- 
Cleveland, the program 
would have been funded by 
a $3 surcharge on criminal 
and certain Juvenile cases. 
But the subcommittee de- 
layed the program's effec- 
tive date until July 1965 
with funding sought 
through the state budget. 
Will victims make use of 
the procedure? 
"It's like anything in 
law. We've given citizens 
the right to vote; 47 per- 
cent of the citizens don't 
vote. But the fact is the 
right exists," Pfeiffer said. 
Pfeiffer expects the full judiciary committee to 
take up the measures next 
week. 
In floor action yester- 
day, the House approved, 
87-0, a bill which generally 
Crohibits disclosure of a 
iw enforcement officer's 
home address during a 
trial or other criminal pro- 
ceeding. It now goes to the 
Senate. 
Senators, meanwhile, 
gave 31-0 backing to a mea- 
sure requiring the state to 
make on-time payments to 
businesses which supply 
goods or services or pay an 
interest charge, currently 
10 percent, on the amount 
due. The bill was sent to 
the House. 
Fourth Week Grand Opening 
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Computers eye probation? 
AKRON (AP)-The Sum- 
mit County Corrections 
Planning Board is looking 
at a new way of keeping 
track of some people on 
probation - fitting them 
with a tiny transmitter to 
keep track of their 
movements. 
Presiding Summit Com- 
mon Pleas Judge John 
Reece said the concept of 
electronic probation ''is to 
take non-violent persons 
and give them what 
amounts to house arrest, 
as opposed to giving them 
work-release privileges 
from the county jail." 
The board, created last 
fall, wants $146,000 from a 
state program to reduce 
the number ofpeople in 
state prisons. The money 
would pay for the com- 
puter-controlled probation 
program for a year. 
If the program is ap- 
proved by the state De- 
partment of Rehabilitation 
and Corrections, the adult 
etion department for 
kit County Common 
Pleas Court could have it 
working by midsummer. 
Someone found guilty of 
such charges as check 
forging or grand theft 
could be outfitted with the 
transmitter, which could 
not be removed, according 
to Richard Kinsinger, pro- 
bation chief. 
A full-time and a part- 
time probation officer 
hired under the grant could 
monitor - through readouts 
over a central computer - 
whenever the offender 
wanders more than 150 feet 
from his home telephone. 
KINSINGER SAYS the 
public in general, need not 
fear that the set-up is a 
first step toward state sur- 
veillance of the citizenry. 
"You're not talking 
(about) the general citi- 
zenry, but convicted fel- 
ons.'* he said. 
The state is expected to 
announce the grants next 
week, and the Summit 
County proposal stands a 
good chance of approval, 
(arrison Morris, a 
spokesperson for the Ohio 
department said. The plan 
meets the aim of "assum- 
ing that non-violent offend- 
ers can be treated more 
successfully in the local 
community than by send- 
ing them to a prison," he 
Judge Reece said the 
program "would help us 
deal with marginal proba- 
tioners that we might be 
inclined to send to an insti- 
tution in order to provide 
more controlled supervi- 
sion than we could give 
them otherwise." 
If 100 people were put in 
the program a year, at an 
estimated $11 a day, prison 
systems would save an es- 
timated 1800,000 a year. 
Twite the cost of 
offenders in a 
state prison f or up to $25 a 
day or in the county Jail at 
$57 a day, county officials 
said. 
County Prosecutor Lynn 
SUby, who admits he holds 
a minority view on the 15- 
member board, generally 
opposes the idea. He said 
be is leery of relying on 
state or federally funded 
programs because the 
grants could expire. 
"My personal feeling is 
that if someone is trust- 
worthy enough to be put on 
probation, the fact ' 
beingmonittre4 24l 
day should nof-he 
sity," SUby said. 
Water returns as pipe thaws 
LYONS, Ohio (AP) - Af- 
ter nearly a week of water 
pressure reduced to a 
trickle, residents began to 
get a little more water 
yesterday as a frozen 
standpipe to the town's wa- 
ter tower thawed. 
"We feel that the worst is 
over," Mayor Al Peebles 
said. "We have not re- 
stricted anybody from us- 
ing their water, but the 
pressure has been as low 
as four pounds (normal 
pressure is 46 to 50 pounds 
per square inch)." 
Residents have coped 
with the shortage in va- 
rious ways. 
Karen Jambor, who has 
a 14-month-old baby, said 
she bought disposable dia- 
pers instead of washing 
cloth ones and gives her 
baby sponge baths. 
Craie Kennedy, who 
owns Norman's Restau- 
rant, said he closed Sunday 
after lugging water from 
country wells in buckets. 
The four-foot standpipe 
on the town's water tower 
had been frozen since last 
week. The only water be- 
ing pumped directly to cus- 
tomers came from two 
wells, Peebles said. 
FOUR PROPANE and 
two diesel heaters were 
positioned near the stand- 
pipe to help thaw it, and 
workers said they could 
hear water moving near 
the base of the standpipe. 
The operation cost be- 
tween $2,500 and $3,000, 
about half of what forced 
steam heating of the tank 
would have cost, Peebles 
said. 
"We expect everything 
will be back to normal by 
Friday," be said. 
Water pressure is rising 
and the tank was expected 
to be partially filled yester- 
day, Peebles added. 
Peebles said the stand- 
pipe could have frozen dur- 
ing a cold snap in late 
December. He said so 
many residents kept then- 
water running to prevent 
their home pipes from 
freezing that the town tank 
drained and froze. 
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
SPRING 1984 
NEW! FREE! DROP-IN FITNESS PROGRAM 
(NO FEE AND NO PRE-REGISTRATION) 
SESSIONS BEGIN FEB. 6 
FUN AND FITNESS PROGRAM 
Stretch and Flex 
Tuesand Thurs 12:15 
Slimnastics 
Monand Wed 12:15 
Fit-For-All Aerobics 
Tuesa thurs 12:15 
Mon-Thurs 7:00 
Frl5:15 
Conditioning Calisthenics 
Wed 5:15 
Universal/Nautilus Awareness wfcs. 
Sesion I- Jan 30-Feb 2 
Session II- March 5-8 
SELECT-A-SPORT 
Cross country skiing 
Bicycling 
Racquetball 
Platform Tennis 
Paddteba* 
AND MANY MORE 
AQUATICS 
* water aerobics 
* skin diving 
* basic scuba 
* swim & stay fit 
' therapeutic swim 
' advanced scuba classes 
Churchill's 
1141 S.MainSt. 
Bowling Green 
354-2526 S*CHURCHILLS> 
Open 24 Hours - 7 Days a Week 
A FAMILY ORGANIZATION 
SINCE 1917 
WE BELIEVE you'll agree, Churchill's is a uni- 
que experience in food shopping. We work to 
make it that way. And, all the while, we're 
committed to delivering VALUE — the best 
possible quality at the lowest possible price. 
But you know, there's more to value than high 
quality and low prices. There's variety, con- 
venience, and service. Efforts in all these 
areas combine to bring you the most value for 
your grocery dollar. It's the kind of value you 
get at CHURCHILL'S. And that's a promise. 
Walter A. Churchill 
». CHURCHILL. SH. CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD        WALTER A. CHURCHILL, JR., PRESIDENT 
CHURCHILL'S SUPER MARKET, INC. • 5700 MONROE STREET • SVLVANIA, OHIO 43*60 • 410/082-0051 r 
FEATURING 
• QUALITY - from truly home-made baked goods to the 
finest in deli trays...you'll find it at Churchill's. 
• VARIETY - for that unique ingredient in that very special 
recipe . . . you'll find it at Churchill's. 
• SERVICE - from unloading your purchases to carrying 
them out to your car. . . all with a smile at Churchill's. 
• VALUE - for everyday low prices in brand name products 
,. . you'll find it at Churchill's. 
Pick up our value-filled in-store circular and 
enjoy a cup of our Coffee Churchillian. 
"L 
FLEX 
Shampoo or 
Conditioner 
15 oz. bottle 
$1.68 
CHEER 
Detergent 
15 oz. bottle $1.99 
Prices effective thru Sunday January 29, 1984 
Quanity rights reserved, none sold to dealers. 
We believe in value! 
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Directors quit after decision to change plant 
CINCINNATI (AP) - 
Three directors of the Cin- 
cinnati Gas k Electric Co. 
have resigned, just days 
after the utility and two 
partners decided to con- 
vert the unfinished, $1.7 
billion Zimmer generating 
plant from nuclear pov 
to coal. 
wer 
The three served on the 
CG&E board's special liti- 
gation committee to exam- 
ine lawsuits filed against 
the company over con- 
struction costs connected 
to the Zimmer project. 
CG&E and its partners. 
Dayton Power and Light 
Co. and the Columbus and 
Southern Ohio Electric 
Co., announced Saturday 
they will convert Zimmer 
to coal because of soaring 
nuclear costs - up to $3.5 
billion - and the uncertain- 
ties of getting a license to 
operate a nuclear plant. 
The three CG&E direc- 
tors who resigned were 
George Rieveschl Jr., vice 
president emeritus of the 
University of Cincinnati; 
John Strubbe, a group vice 
president of The Kroger 
Co.; and David Warner, 
president of Hunt Devel- 
opment Co. AD were un- 
available for questioning. 
THE MEN ARE among 
12 members of CG&E's 15- 
member board who have 
full-time   Jobs   outside 
CG&E. The other three are 
company officers. 
Bruce Stoecklin, a CG&E 
spokesperson said yester- 
day, be had no indication 
from the directors who quit 
that they had resigned be- 
cause of the troubled Zim- 
mer project. 
"I nave no indication of 
that from them," Stoecklin 
said. "Just that their work 
was through as far as the 
special litigation commit- 
tee was concerned. That 
was their primary job on 
the board.'' 
CG&E President Wil- 
liam Dickboner on Sunday 
accused Dayton utility offi- 
cials of trying to under- 
mine Zimmer's credibility 
and of threatening to stop 
paying their share of the 
costs, because they wanted 
it converted to coal. Peter 
Forster, Dayton Power's 
president, declined to an- 
swer Dickhoner's crit- 
icism. 
The CG&E directors who 
resigned had served on the 
litigation committee cre- 
ated in 1982 to consider a 
shareholder's request that 
CG&E seek legal redress 
for damages suffered due 
to Zimmer construction. 
The panel decided against 
filing a lawsuit. 
The shareholder. Belle 
Efros of New York City, 
then sued CG&E in Novem- 
ber 1982, claiming the va- 
lue of her investment was 
Kohl pays tribute to holocaust victims 
JERUSALEM (AP) - 
Chancellor Helmut Kohl of 
West Germany paid trib- 
ute yesterday to Jewish 
victims of the Nazi Holo- 
caust, while unforgiving 
death camp survivors 
dogged his steps, booing 
and jeering. 
Kohl then opened talks 
with Prime Minister Yitz- 
hak Shamir. They were 
expected to focus on West 
German plans to sell so- 
phisticated weaponry to 
Saudi Arabia, European 
support for Palestinian 
self-determination and on 
Israeli-European trade. 
Kohl is the first West 
German chancellor to visit 
Israel since Willy Brandt 
in 1973. He said on arrival 
that his six-day visit was a 
sign "of the bridge built 
between our two countries 
and peoples across the 
abyss of the past." 
He also urged all in- 
volved parties to join in 
new Mideast peace nego- 
tiations, saying that only a 
WEDNESDAY      THURSDAY 
11 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Spaghetti 
Dinner 
Served with Garlic Bread 
PAGLIAI'S 
EAST 352-1596 
11 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Lasagna 
Dinner 
Served with Garlic Bread 
$1.50 
PAGLIAI'S 
SOUTH 352-7571 
Plan now for the 1984 School Year 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Road    Bowling Green, OH    352-1195 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included «gas heat • laundry 
facilities • drapes • carpet • party & game 
room 'swimming pool • sauna 
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$280-furnished $265unfurnished Plus Gas & Electric 
Landlord pays water & sewage 
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS 
$225-furnished $200-unfurnished 
all utilites included separate bedroom 
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with lease. 
Apartments Available tor Spring Semester 
negotiated settlement 
would "free the region for- 
ever from the scourge of 
war." 
Shamir, whose parents 
and two sisters perished in 
the Nazi extermination 
camps, said before Kohl's 
arrival that he would also 
voice Israel's objections to 
Kohl's support for remov- 
ing Waffen SS veterans 
from the list of banned 
West German organiza- 
tions. 
The announcement of 
Kohl's support for the 
move provoked an out- 
pouring of protest from 
Holocaust survivors, even 
though the Waffen SS was 
a combat unit not directly 
linked to the extermination 
campaign. 
Kohl's first stop was Yad 
Vashem. a stark and for- 
bidding memorial to the 
six million Jews slaugh- 
tered by Hitler. After tour- 
ing a museum portraying 
the Holocaust in docu- 
ments and pictures, Kohl, 
wearing a black homburg 
hat, joined a traditional 
Jewish service for the 
dead. 
Yitzhak Arad, director of 
Yad Vashem, told the West 
German chancellor that he 
had lost his parents at 
Treblinka in Poland. 
The director also said SS 
units killed 3,000 Jews in 
his home village and urged 
Kohl to "please under- 
stand my feelings when I 
hear about the legitimiza- 
tion of the SS." 
kinko's copies 
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halved because of misman- 
agement of Zimmer con- 
struction. The directors' 
committee, in a report is- 
sued Monday, recom- 
mended that CG&E seek 
dismissal of Efros' suit. 
The Zimmer plant, lo- 
cated at Moscow, Ohio, 28 
miles east of Cincinnati 
along the Ohio River, was 
projected to cost $340 mil- 
lion when announced in 
1989. 
A total of $1.7 billion al- 
ready had been spent 
when, in September, a new 
estimate predicted costs 
could reach $3.5 billion. At 
that point, the partner uti- 
lities began considering 
whether to finish the pro- 
ject, cancel it or convert it 
to coal. 
The coal-fired unit will 
not be ready to operate 
until 1991, the utilities said. 
Propeller powered planes 
may be more efficient 
STATE COLLEGE, Pa. 
(AP) -The National Aero- 
nautics and Space Admin- 
istration is studying 
reviving commercial pro- 
peller planes for fuel effi- 
ciency, but first it wants to 
reduce the propeller noise 
and vibration that can 
drive passengers away. 
With proper design, pro- 
peller planes can be more 
fuel-efficient than jets, Da- 
vid Stephens of NASA's 
Langley Research Center 
in Hampton, Va., said. 
But commercial carriers 
are reluctant to use them 
because the noise is so 
grating inside the plane. 
The agency has commis- 
sioned Penn State Univer- 
sity to come up with an 
aircraft fuselage panel 
that   doesn't   "radiate        "If it wasn't an airplane, 
sound like a speaker" into 
the cabin, physics profes- 
sor Julian Maynard said. 
NASA, which does aero- 
nautical research besides 
its space program, is 
looking to develop a new 
type of propeller plane by 
the early 1990s, Stephens 
said. 
"We left propellers in the 
1960s and went to let en- 
gines, primarily to get 
higher speeds. That was in 
the days when fuel costs 
were not as critical as they 
are now." he added. 
NASA HAS SENT a half- 
dozen fuselage panels, 
each of different design, to 
Penn State for tests. 
you could just make the 
sidewalls massive, but 
weight is too important for 
flying," Maynard said. 
Instead, "we're looking 
for shapes and configura- 
tions that radiate less 
sound," he said. Of the 
panels he is testing, some 
are ribbed with fiberglass 
on what would be the inside 
of the fuselage, while oth- 
ers are smooth. 
Maynard and his stu- 
dents blast the panels with 
simulated propeller noise, 
or rattle them with a me- 
chanical shaker to dupli- 
cate flight vibrations, and 
a grid of 2S6 tin v micro- 
phones pick up the sound 
waves radiated back by 
the panel. 
Dating drew threats 
LOGAN, Ohio (AP) - A 
20-year-old man testified 
yesterday that he once 
dated Annette Cooper 
Johnston, but broke off the 
relationship after his life 
was threatened. 
John Jones said the 
phone threats began after 
Miss Johnston told him her 
stepfather forced her to 
have sexual contact 
Her stepfather, Dale 
Johnston, 50, is being tried 
on two counts of aggra- 
vated murder in the muti- 
lation slayings of Miss 
Johnston and her fiance, 
Todd Schultz, 19. 
Jones, who now lives in 
Nelsonville, said he dated 
Miss Johnston in mid-1980. 
He said he began getting 
telephone calls telling him 
he had a set number of 
days to live. The count- 
down began with 15 days, 
and Jones said he broke off 
the relationship after the 
12th day. 
Jones said he got as 
many as 15 calls a day. 
Although the caller did not 
say who he was, Jones said 
the voice sounded like 
Johnston's. Jones' mother, 
Lola, testified the family 
left town because of the 
threats. 
Also testifying yesterday 
was the owner of Cherry's 
Tire and Service, who said 
he received a $22 check 
signed by Dale Johnston on 
Oct. 4, 1982, the day the 
teenagers disappeared. 
Frank Cherry testified 
that his cash register tapes 
for that date showed a $22 
gasoline sale was made 
about 9 a.m. 
The testimony was sig- 
nificant in thai Johnston 
earner said he was at his 
farm seven miles south of 
Logan or hauling hay all 
that day. 
"It could have been his 
wife, or it could have been 
him - either one," Cherry 
said, meaning that either 
Johnston or his wife could 
have bought the gasoline. 
The check, however, was 
signed by Johnston. 
CHASE AWAY THOSE WINTER 
BLAHS! 
SIGN UP NOW FOR A 
MINI-COURSE 
Aerobics • Guitar • Bridge • Calligraphy 
Fantasy and Wargaming* Mixology • Juggling 
AND MORE! 
PA YMENT UPON SIGN UP IN VAO OFFICE 
 CLASSES START WEEK OF JAN. 30 
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Its New Officers 
President 
1st Vice Pres.,   Rush 
2nd Vice Pres., Pledge 
Treasurer 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
Rush Assistant 
Pledge Assistant 
Assistant Treasurer 
Senior Panhel 
Junior Panhel 
Social 
Assistant Social 
Scholarship 
Philanthropy 
Standards 
Actvlties 
Intramurals 
Sorority Education 
Historian 
Volleyball Chairman 
House Manager 
Alumni Chairman 
Anne Moser 
Laura Schnitzer 
Teresa Stehlin 
Susan Steggeman 
Marybeth Nedrich 
Sloan Bentley 
Jennie Anderson 
Karen Brlechle 
Martha Hasklns 
Sandy Bowlby 
Trish Agnew 
Marty Vachon 
Brenda Schuring 
Denise Hartzell 
Wendy Gajarsky 
Lisa Gardner 
Amy Augsburger 
Laurie LaLonde 
Denise Cappy 
Betsy Swan 
Nancy Stone 
Laurie LaLonde 
Deborah Holt 
u 
1450 E. WOOSTER 
352-0564 
11-5 
PETITE HAM STEAK 
potato & assorted 
hot vegetables $2.79 
11-8 
ALL-U-CAN-EAT PERCH 
potato & cole slaw $2.99 
potato & salad bar $3.69 
5-8 
REGULAR HAM STEAK 
potato & assorted 
hot vegetables $3.39 
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Killing** is name of the game 
by SNwe Qulnn 
sports reporter 
Kill is a pretty strong word, but 
when it comes to penalties, five play- 
ers on Bowling Green's hockey team 
have demonstrated great ability in 
"killing" penalties. 
Those five players are Perry 
Braun, Geroge Roll, Tim Hack, Dave 
O'Brian, and Nick Bandescu. 
BG's most recent opponent, North- 
ern Michigan, had seven chances to 
score power-play goals, but the pen- 
alty killers held the Wildcats 
scoreless in each of those chances. 
However, the biggest test the Fal- 
cons had to face occurred in Lake 
Placid, N.Y. during the Key Bank 
tournament. Against Clarkson, BG 
found itself in a short-handed situa- 
tion six times, Including a four-min- 
ute, short-handed stretch with just 
1:23 expired in the first period. 
DESPITE THE six power play op- 
portunities, the Golden Knights never 
Sot the puck into the net, and the 
alcons went on to win M and cap- 
ture a first place finish in the tourna- 
ment. 
In Central Collegiate Hockey Asso- 
ciation competition, Falcon oppo- 
nents have scored only IS power play 
Soals in 82 attempts, a league leading 
J.9 percent for the Falcons. In over- 
all competition, BG has surrendered 
only 21 goals in 128 attempts for a 16.4 
percent mark. 
On of the combinations that pre- 
vents opponents from taking adva- 
tage of the power play is Braun and 
Roll - both play on the same line when 
teams are at full strength. Braun has 
one of BG's two short-handed goals 
and just returned to the lineup last 
weekend after suffering a separated 
shoulder. 
"It's nice to be back," Braun said. 
"I like working with George Roll. 
Killing penalties really helps us; it 
gives us an uplift." 
Roll, who agreed that killing penal- 
ties helps the team mentally, said he 
enjoys being out on the ice and takes a 
lot of pride ui his team's ability to kill 
penalties. 
THE SECOND tandem that can be 
seen wnen the Falcons have a man in 
the penalty box is another set of 
linemates in Hack and O'Brian. 
O'Brian who has the Falcons' other 
shorthanded goal, is considered by his 
teammates to be one of the team's- 
most versatile players, as he has seen 
action on offense and defense during 
his career with BG. 
"Working with Tim is good because 
we know now each other plays," 
O'Brian said. "If Tim goes in for a 
play, I know what he is going to do and 
it's the same if I go In to make a 
"K ack said that putting constant 
force on the opponents is the key to 
the success of the penalty-killing crew 
and its ability in toiling power plays. 
Besides the two combinations men- 
tioned, BG head coach Jerry York 
will also insert Bandescu. During the 
six games that Braun sat out, Ban- 
descu saw a great deal of action on the 
short-handed unit, as well as seeing 
duty when either of the two duos was 
split up because of a penalty. 
The speed of Bandescu has allowed 
him to score six short-handed goals in 
his freshman and sophomore years. 
He needs just one more to tie the 
school record set by former Falcon 
icer George McPhee. 
"Closing them down is a positive 
factor for us," Bandescu said. "We 
have great speed out there and we can 
Suit on some pressure. Not many 
earns in the league can do that." 
YORK ATTRD3UTED the strong 
penalty-killing to experience, high- 
lighting the five players as well as an 
experienced defense In Mike Pikul, 
Wayne Wilson, Garry Galley ana 
Dave Ellett. 
The Falcons will need all of that 
speed and defense when they take on 
Ohio State this weekend, with Fri- 
day's game at BG's Ice Arena and 
Saturday's game at Columbus. 
The series will be a focus of the 
media as both squads will be match- 
ing strength versus strength. The 
Buckeyes currently hold the number 
five spot in the nation and have one of 
the top power plays in the CCHA. 
bg new* itertl/Patrick Sanaor 
Bowling Green's George Roll (15) takes a shot with Lake Superior defender Dean Dlxon (left) In Roll's,line of fire. 
Watching are Falcon players Peter Wilson (right) and John Samanski (left). 
BG cagers to face Chipppewas 
Dy lea Pasionte 
sports reporter 
There is a game stand- 
ing in the way of a Bowling 
Green-Miami matchup and 
that has to worry BG head 
coach John Weinert. And, 
Central Michigan is that 
very team. 
Last Wednesday, CMU 
put a king-sized scare into 
Ohio University (minus a 
suspended John Deve- 
reaux) before falling to the 
Bobcats, 57-66. 
The Chippewas are 2-4 in 
the Mid American Confer- 
ence, compared to BG's 
MAC mark of 4-2. But there 
is one hidden statistic in 
the Falcons, record, and 
that U their MAC road 
record. It stands at 1-2 
following last Wednesday's 
four point road victory 
over Western Michigan. 
Long-range bomber Mel- 
vin McLaughlin has grad- 
uated. Now, the Chippewas 
are led by 6-foot-6 junior 
center Derek Boldon (10.8 
ppg.) and sixth man Jeff 
LSAT 
GMAT 
GRE 
Heide, a 6-4 junior who 
leads the team in scoring 
with a 15.1 average. 
BG MEANWHILE, is 
coming off a hard fought 
51-46 win over OU. Against 
the Bobcats, Al Thomas 
and Paul Abendroth came 
off tile bench and provided 
a much-needed lift that 
was much more telling 
than statistics would Indi- 
cate. 
Abendroth and Thomas 
scored only four points be- 
tween them, but it was 
their team defense and 
Thomas' court leadership 
that keyed the win. And & 
Colin Irish (ailing knee) 
can't answer the bell, it 
will be up to 'Abo' to take 
his forward spot. 
The women roundballers 
also face CMU, but the 
Chippewas are the top 
team in the conference 
with 13-2 overall record as 
well as a 6-0 MAC ledger. 
CMU is also riding the 
crest of a 12-game winning 
streak. 
The Falcons are coming 
off a 65-54 home court win 
over OU and are now 3-3 in 
the MAC. Cary McGehee 
leads the Falcons in scor- 
ing at a 14.5 clip, while 
captain Sherry Eubanks is 
second with a 10.3 average. 
CMU is the offensive 
powerhouse of the MAC, 
scoring   82.1   points   per 
game. Their explosive of- 
fense is built around four 
double-figure scorers. 
Sylvia Odom leads the 
Chippewas with a 15.9 av- 
erage, while Latanga Cox, 
Besty Yonkman, and Den- 
ise Tower all crack the 
double-digit barrier with 
the help of point guard 
Kathy LaBarge. 
Nee is reprimanded 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - 
Mid-American Conference 
Commissioner Jim Lessig 
publicly reprimanded 
Coach Danny Nee after the 
Ohio University basketball 
coach pulled his team off 
the floor at Bowling Green 
last Saturday. 
"The Mid-American 
Conference neither ex- 
pects nor accepts this type 
of co'nduct from its 
coaches," Lessig said in a 
prepared statement issued 
by the league office. "With 
this reprimand of Coach 
Nee, we are not passing 
judgment on the play in 
question." 
THE STATEMENT ad- 
mitted a replay showed 
contact on the play in ques- 
tion, "but it still remains a 
judgment call on the part 
of tne officials." 
Bowling Green scored its 
last four points in a 51-46 
victory Saturday over Ohio 
with Nee and his players 
watching from the side- 
lines. Nee had pulled his 
team after he was charged 
with a technical foul with 
four seconds left. 
David Jenkins hit two 
free throws to give Bowl- 
ing Green a 49-46 lead and 
the ball out of bounds be- 
cause of the techncial foul. 
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UPTOWN AND KAPPA SIGMA 
presents 
"Welcome    Back 
B.G.S.U." 
Party 
Wednesday January 25th 
9:00 PM 
* DOOR PRIZES 
* DANCING 
* SEE DOUBLE AT THE BAR 
$1.00 COVER 
MONEY    RAISED   WILL   HELP   SUPPORT    WOODLANE 
SCHOOL 
LOFT CONSTRUCTION 
SERVICE 
352-3836 
• FREE ASSEMBLY 
• FREE FIREPROOFING 
• FREE MAPLE OR 
MAHOGANY STAIN 
CALL SOON. . .LOFT INSPECTIONS ARE JAN. 30 
Energize your hair 
with a designer perm 
352-2107 
Student Price 
$35 w/cut 
ROMAN'S 
Stadium Plaza. 1616 E. Wooster, B.C. 
EARLY 
ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN A 
PIEDMONT APARTMENT 
SOCIAL FEATURES 
• 880   l II per apartment 
• 2 bedrooms — 1 v» b»ths 
•••  Gasar-1 heating with 
i .niv -nl apartment control 
• completely turnished 
_• utilities paid, e.cept lor electricity 
I L-lhaped living-dming area *tth 
Mcony 
SIGN LEASE 
W/PIEDMONT APT. 
RECEIVE 
f REE membership 
to Health Spa 
| fiydro apt whirlpool 
i Indoor heated pool 
Metros sauna 
suniampe 
complete exercise 
facilities a equipment 
OT»OT*OT—I———■ 
$375/month 
836 High St. 352-9378 
• wall-to-wall carpeting 
• sound conditioned interior 
• cable TV available 
• kitchen comes equipped with a 
Gas range, stainless steel sink 
refrigerator, toed waste disposal 
• entra larae ck»«et« 
' insulated window glass 
' sliding glass doors to balcony 
i twin beds in each bedroom 
' built-in vanity in hallway 
> linen closet 
■ last recovery Gas water heating 
' carpeted halls and inside entrances 
» Gas-equipped laundry area 
available in each apartment 
building 
i pailo areas with Gas grills available 
for each building 
NEWLOVE 
MANAGEMENT 
336 S. MAIN STREET 
352-5620 
• COME SEE US FOR YOUR 1984-85 
HOUSING NEEDS. 
• PICK UP YOUR FREE HOUSING BRO- 
CHURE. 
• WE HAVE A LARGE SELECTION OF 
HOUSING RANGING FROM APAF.TMENTS 
TO HOUSES. FROM 1 BEDROOM TO 4 
BEDROOMS. 
SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE! 
ANY QUESTIONS, JUST CALL ON ANY OF 
~~~~OUR QUALIFIED, RELIABLE STAFF. 
PREPARE  FOR 
GMAT • MCATLSAT 
SATDATGRECPA 
Join our "Early Bird" and 
Winter Classes In Preparation 
for Your Spring 1984 Exams 
e Permanent Centers open days, evenings and 
weekends, 
e Low hourly cost. Dedicated lull-time stall, 
• Complete TEST-N-TAPf s facilities for 
review ol c'ass leasorfi and supplementary 
materials. 
e Small classes taught by skilled Instructors. 
• Opportunity to make up missed lessons. 
e Voluminous home-study materials constantly 
updated by researchers expert In their Held. 
e Opportunity to transler to and continue 
study at any of our over 105 centers. 
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Whatever happened to the class of '80 
Yesterday morning an Associated 
PTBB story came across the wire, 
noting that three of northeast Ohio's 
fltiatinding prep quarterbacks had 
chosen to continue their football ca- 
reers at Ohio State. 
The names are unimportant, but the 
story stirred memories of I960, my 
senior year at Padua Franciscan 
High School near Cleveland. Padua 
was an all-boys' Catholic school and it 
produced darn good football teams. 
That year we made it to the state 
Class AAA championship game, only 
to be drubbed by unstoppable Cincin- 
nati Moeller, 41-7. 
THE STARS were numerous on that 
team and the recruiters came knock- 
ing on their doors. Thousands of schol- 
arships are given away each year to 
promising young athletes, but only 
very few continue their stardom, and 
I was curious of what happened to the 
class of 1980. So, I made a few Dhone 
calls: 
Forrest Gregg Jr., starting center - 
The son of the recently-named Green 
Bay Packers head coach, Forrest was 
pursued by virtually every major 
football power, even though he was 
supposedly slow in the 40. He had 
boxes full of recruiting letters, but 
chose to follow in his father's foot- 
steps at Southern Methodist Univer- 
SMU's sports infoi (nation director 
said Forrest was now a fourth string, 
red-shirted center on the Mustang 
squad and had only snapped a ball in 
practice. 
Pressed for more information, the 
SID could only muster the fact that 
"he and Mike Shula (son of Miami 
Dolphins' coach Don Shula) of Ala- 
bama were on the two teams at the 
Sun Bowl this past year - even though 
neither played in the game." 
column one 
by rom hisek 
sporis editor 
Dave Kaminski, starting halfback - 
A little cannonball with jets, Dave 
was Mr. Everything our senior year. 
He went steady with the prettiest 
cheerleader that went to the all-girls' 
school down the road, was Northeast 
Ohio Back of the Year, All-State, 
league MVP ... and he chose to 
continue his fortunes at Syracuse 
University. 
"HE SAW very, very limited action 
on the special teams," said the Syra- 
cuse SID, who added that Dave had 
been converted to a defensive back. 
"I don't have one single stat for him 
this year, except for one tackle." 
Tom Hardy, starting split end -Tom 
scored the only touchdown against 
Moeller in the state championship. He 
had great hands, but speed wasn't on 
his side and he loved to have a good 
time. He gave it a shot as a walk-on at 
Bowling Green, but during the sum- 
mer that beer belly had grown Just a 
little too much. Whereabouts: un- 
known. 
Dan Schodowski, starting quar- 
terback - Besides being a gutsy 5-foot- 
10,165-pound quarterback, "Shadow" 
was famous for being the nephew of 
"Big Chuck" who hosted the local 
late-night Friday horror movie. 
"Shadow" didn't have the size for big- 
time college football. He was re- 
cruited by Brown, but chose to attend 
Cleveland's John Carroll University, 
a small Division III school. 
Dan started 21 of 37 games in his 
four-year career, and in 1982 became 
the first JCU passer since 1978 to 
throw for more than 1.000 yards in a 
fassifieds 
IVfWpuM tl.MmMTMjo BOLD TYPf 50" extra per ed 
Appfoxwwwl, 25 to 30 aoaces per xne 
r EVENTS hung* lor non-prow puDec serve* acovWel w* be ateerteO 
OMCf hx Ire* and at regular 'MM meieetlei 
to al hehnge « 2 dayt oeiore pubxcauyi el 4 00 p m Fndav al « 00 p m * 
to the Tuaaday eflSon 
m at- meat* al rne so Una otl.ee. 104 UMveran, Men 
Jan   25   1984 
Don! nlu the cnanca ol a Holme' 
The NATIONAL STUOENT EX 
CHANGE provtdee an excrhng oppor 
Ba-eTy to travail and study at one ol 69 
iliolauss and universities ttvcajghoul 
■as US STSOnraBSOii mealing today 
3:30-5:00. Alum* Rm. University 
Union Cant made me meeting' Cal 
372-0202 or drop by the Center lor 
Educ OpBona. 231 Admn atdg 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
'■fill Criminal Justice Majors: 
On Thurs. Jan 26 Commander 
Roger Denned ol the Cleveland Po- 
los Oapt wi speak on erases inter- 
version teams & hostage situations 
Al criminal entice majors are encour- 
aged lo atlerxl Commander Dennerll 
sol spaali si 8 pmai 112 BA. 
Cash for Cane 
20* t> tor alurrMnum cans-every 
Tues 10:30-3 30 pm in the lorum ol 
ma Student Services BJdg Scon 
sored by Environmental Interest 
Group 
FRANCE CLUB PIZZA SALE-Buy s 
12' uncalled Paaneaos pizza lor 
on*/ $3 00 See any Finance Club 
newsier througjh Jan 31 
OAADUATE STUDENTS 
Heepy Hours every Fn at UPTOWN 
*om 4*8. No cover a real cheep 
onnu Starts thrs Friday Sponsored 
by Graduate Student Senate S Up 
town 
•SPANISH CONVERSATION HOUR 
Every Thursday 6 00-8.00 
Mykrs Pizza 
SpecarJ 2nd Semester Celebration 
True Thursday 
HELP YOURSELF AND 
HELP EACH OTHERi 
CONGRATULATIONS JENNY 
BOOTH ON YOUR KKQ—KAPPA 
SK3 LAVALIERsNGi YOU SURE SUR- 
PRISED US ALL' LOVE. YOUR 
KAPPA SISTERS 
Do you know which fraternity had 
the highest Q.P.A. ol active mam- 
bars last year? Do you know who 
had eras most Improved I.M. pro- 
pram last year? Do you know who 
haa a vary active social calendar? 
Do you know whet PUSH stands 
lor? For the answers to these ques- 
tions and more. RUSH PI Kappa Phi 
TOafSOHTl 
Face the Future Conference for Se- 
niors graduating m Elementary Edu- 
cation. Special Education, or Earty 
Ctwdncod Education Check your 
maoTooiios lor more Information 
FINAL SCORE FALL 1IM4: 
0000 LUCK THIS SPRING 
FRED 
I DONT REALLY UNDERSTAND 
YOU. BUT I KNOW I LIKE YOU A 
LOT DO I FIT IN YOUR FUTURE OR 
00 I HAVE TO WAIT A FEW YEARS 
FOR YOU TO FIGURE THAT OUT? 
TWtTTY  
Gals Crew Neck Sweaters 
Now $9 86 
Joans N Things 531 Fudge St 
Have a case of the enjoys 
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4-9pm 
COWNTOWN-BUDWEISER 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST Gold watch on wafcway from 
Haratvnan Quad to Ed SUg By the 
Towers 372 3083 
SERVICES OFFERED 
New To-New Shop 
CtoOvng 1 Houeewarea priced tow 
OpenTuoe 10-4 IFn  1-7 
SI Atoysoei School. 2nd tkxx 
Ruthles Sewwj a Alterations 
A   naigraas  on   packets   a 
II   garments   must   be 
352 7268 
I help in piano or music theory? 
Reasonable Rates 
Cal 352-3814 
Have you ever wanted to expand 
your erjucahonal perspectives? Ex- 
ptore new geographic settings? Ex- 
perience other cultures? The 
opportunity is yours through the Na- 
tional Student Exchange Study at 
one ol 69 coSepoa and universities 
throughout the US Information 
Meeting today 3 30-SOO Alumni 
Hoom. Unfv Umon  
Here's your chance to gef involved' 
lh«    semester's   first    BACCHUS 
(Boost Alcohol Conscfousneaa Con 
corning the Health of University Stu- 
dents) we3 be held Wednesday. 1 '25 
at  8 00 pm   m  515 Ufa Science 
Buitjng Everyone Welcome' 
HEY KAPPA PLEDGES' THIS IS IT. 
THE BIG WEEK IS FINALLY HERE 
YOU   ARE   SOON   TO   BE   FULL- 
FLEDGED KKG'S   WE LOVE YOU 
ALL 8 HOPE YOU HAVE A GREAT 
WEEK' 
LOVE  YOUR KAPPA SISTERS 
RUSH DELTA IJPSILON 
BG S ONLY NON-SECRET 
 FrWBtwTY  
MISS BQSU NIGHT AT BUTTONS 
FRIDAY JAN. 27. DRINK SPECIALS 
ALL NIGHT   MEET THE  CONTES- 
TANTS AT 10:30  
JOE SAPONERO, 
CONGRATS   ON   YOUR   RECENT 
GAMMA Pt**1 KAPP LAVALIERINO 
TO LAURA GRAY. DON'T YOU JUST 
LOVE TO SEE YOU NAME IN THE 
PAPER? SORRY WE LEFT IT OUT 
THE FsrtST T1Se£t 
LOVE, THE GAMMA PHIS. 
Krlety Hosier What a wondertul 
surpnse' Weswvj you 8 PM much 
nepptnoss-wncystuletions on your 
peertng' Love. Your Alpha PN Sis- 
ters 
UUM OKAY: HERTS TO YOU 
ANO ALL YOUR LATEST ACCOas- 
PLISHMENTSIM CONGRATS ON 
YOUR GAMMA PHI (ETA VICE PRE- 
SIDENCY: YOUR ORIENTATION 
LEADER POSITION ANO (CAN'T 
FORGET THIS ONE) YOUR PI KAPP 
LAVAL Unwell TO JOCII CON- 
GRATS ON ALL OF THEMI LOVE. 
YOUR mo CAROL. 
Marl KM* Coetm Its s erne kite. Out 
fuel aa sexere-congrslutations on 
your Alpha Ph, Sigma Cfs laveeenrg 
lo Scott' Love, your Alpha Ph Sis 
Mrs. 
I Voxer Congratulations on 
your Alpha PN peering ,0 M«O' YOU 
two are »O cute together' Love, your 
Alpha Phi Sowers  
PAMRIZZUTI. 
We should have seen that special 
toot Mi your eyes but H was such s 
shock to the Gamma Phis. Congrel- 
uunion j on your Gemma Phi-Kappa 
Sag LevsMsrtng lo BIN Nero. We 
•Mi yo both the vary bast Love. 
The Oonwno Phi's.  
PHEE  PM. FO. FUNGI 
Florida Fang' 
Florida Flng' 
 FlorklnFlngl  
Phi Mus-We harJ a great weekend' 
We're looking forward lo some future 
fun' Love. The Kappa Slga  
X-C Ski Rental 
Pur eel's Bake Shop 
131 W Woostor 352-6264 
PrlscWe Goyer: Vox alpha phi sis- 
ters are so happy tor you1 Congratu- 
kesona on you peering to Bob' Don! 
worry, the mo/tnoe aren't forever' 
RUSH DELTA UPSILON 
BO'S ONLY NON-SECRET 
FRATERNITY 
Sue ScNmdt: Even though you 
couldn't keep it m. we were (usl aa 
'Surprised' and excited for you on 
your Abho Pfe engagement to Tim1 
Wishing you both much happiness1 
Love, your Atoha Phi Sxsters  
THE KAPPA SKI BROTHERS 
WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATE 
M Bullock 1 Jenny Booth 
The Hkstern t Cathy Forsyth 
east Manner 1 Marianne Feidner 
HH Reni t Pam Ronz 
Pat Wood I Kory McKay 
Lavswared? When H ralna it pooral 
■eel ol luck lo you proud 8 happy 
cvjuplesl      The eVesrisra.  
THE KAPPA SISTERS WOULD UKE 
TO CONGRATULATE CINDY 
FENSTEIwVIAKER ON HER EN- 
GAGEMENT   WE  WISH YOU ALL 
THE BEST'  
"THE TIMES'' 
 are corrorip,' 
Wanted Fat 1 Dumpy looking Coeds 
for Akiwvj of future hit aeries 
•Armpeople''    Send   photo   1   arm 
cecumterence meesurement to: Fun 
In School-TOOflS  
ATTENTION BGSU SUNBATHERS' 
Surfs up but our prices aren't' From 
|ust $109 00 spend 7 fun-fled 
days si sunny Florida Cal for your 
sek or organize a smal group a travel 
FREE1 Greet tor dubs, too' Cal LUV 
TOURS (800)  368-2006.  ask lor 
Annette  
Aborttoii. Pregency Teals. 
Lamaze Classes 
Center lor Choice 
Downtown Toledo 14lb) 255-7769 
PERSONAL COLOR ANALYSIS 
• here al the 
Powder Putt 352-8225 
 Make-Up Bonus  
MACY'S HAIR-IN 
SO* OFF PERM WAVE SALE 
JANUARY-FEBRUARY 352-5815 
Do you want to make a afgnkjlcant 
eaTawewW In the Uvas ol people 
who need help? You can by becom- 
rvj a UNK volunteer  Make appsca- 
kon  nowdeerjine  Jan   30th   You 
may become one of the UNK family of 
people who help others Irve their fives 
more tuly For Inlo cell 3524187 or 
aaaaa lo »U Pssa It  
Our assw  fees,  desiids  dl»nnr1 
every mommg from The GETAWAY 
Call 352-4192. 
WOMEN S CUMC 
Comorehenerve obaletrlca 
and Gynecotogy 
Contraceptive Serncea. 
VO Tests and Treatment 
Terrnrrwhone up to 10 weeks 
Free Pregnancy Testing  241-2471 
WANTED 
sdfecent to campus. Call Usa or 
Ctoudla 174-5343 or 352-5612. 
HELP: 3 rmtes   needed   Close lo 
campus  (40i St 8 Elm) Luxury Apt 
Inexpensive    Spiral   etalrcaae.   Cal 
364-3167  
Normal F male roommate needed for 
Spring Som cal 352-7741 
F Rmte wanted to ahare 1 Bdrmapt 
$13S/mo tree haM. water and gas 
Summer Sem CalJuae 352-7602 
Need  1   M   student  for apt   near 
campus Fieeeorwras otter 
 352-7365  
Student w am chad la seeking a 
rmte for Spr. Sem. Close to campus 
Own rm. Cal 352 6885 Tr or Men 
reflhts m  
M. rmte. 1 b*. trom campus 
1100 8 in* Own room. 
 352-8481.  
ROOMMATE NEEDED (FEMALE) 
RENT $120 PER MONTH PLUS 
UTILITIES APARTMENT IS FUR- 
NISHED 1 IS COMFOFITABLE IF 
INTERESTED PLEASE PHONE 352 
6419 AND ASK FOR HEATHER 
Vet-Manor Annex avaaable arsnedl- 
atety tor one female. Across from 
carnpua.   In   houae   laundry   room. 
8115<mo 352-6250  
F rmte subis Gas. heat, you only pay 
ease Cal 352-6133 or 1-986 
5002  
PAIIH THETA CM 
with the leoVee of 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
tommiuw at 7:30 pm 
Comer ol Seventh $ High 
LOFTS 
A-FRAMES 
Platforms 
Suspended 
O ier before Jan 26 
352-3836 
er. Eksta.  Ed.  mator wW  bebysil 
Rates  negotiable   3524)781   altar 
FALCON HOUSE 
140 E WOOSTER 352-3810 
WiRENT»-«KW 
Face the Future Conference for So 
mors greduehng in Elementary Edu- 
cation. Specie. Education, or Early 
Cherjhood Education Check your 
maoTirjxoa tor more Information 
Sue Oleft: One took al that besming 
face and wa knew II had to be that 
SAE' Ccnrjranjlabona on your Alpha 
Pta-SAE  krvekenng  to  Rich   Love, 
your Alpha Phi Sisters.  
SAE BEER BLAST SAE BEER BLAST 
NX COMMONS 
Thai Saturday from 8 to 12 
Pregnant? Need Help? 
Cal Emotional Matenel 
Pregnancy Aid 
352-0862. 352-0082 
to share apartment with 2 other girls 
Close lo campus, reasonable rent U 
 Cal 352-8005  
Male Rootnata needed to ahare 
furnished apt. near campus. Only 
(100.00 a rnonth. Call Pate at 352- 
5380.  
Fm  Rmte. wanted  Own bdrm. lur- 
Waned apt  Near campus (1 block) 
352-5082 
M rmte wanted to share2 bdrm apt. 
south of campus   Only 2 btka  from 
camous  Non-smoker only  Cal Hal. 
352-3814.  
F Rmte needed - llouad otoae to 
carnpua. own bdrm..only S80/mnth 
rent Cal May 352 2987  
1 F. Rmte needed to subis lum 
apart.. $110.00/mo Free heat, gas 
< water Juts 352-7602.   ■. 
HELP WANTED 
CRUrSESHIPS ARE WRING' 
S16-S30.000I    Carrlbean.    Hawal. 
Wold    Cal   for   Ouda.   Directory. 
Newsletter    1(916)944-4440  exl 
Bowing Green Stste Crulaa  
ArFUJNES HIRING' Stewardesses! 
Reservatlonistsl $14-39 000 
Worldwide' Cal tor Directory. Guide 
Newsletter (916) 944-4440. Ext 
Bowing Green Stale Aa-. 
PoeWon open tor lemate WSI at carts 
summer camp. Black River Ranch. 
CroaweH Mich (3131-679-2505 
Counselors Camp Wayne, northaaal- 
em Perma. Co-Ed chadren's camp 
We wd Interview on Camp Day March 
7Vl Wrtle 570 Broadway. Lynbrook. 
NY   11563. Undue* your telephone 
number)  
Photography CoOp available towne- 
diatelywrth Toledo sree employer. 
Student needed with experience In 
Dark Room. Audio-video equlpt- 
menl ana preparation ol elides. 
Contact     Cooperative     Education 
371-2461.  
WANTED Success-oriented, self- 
motivated individual to worK 2-4 
hours per week placing and filing 
posters on campus Earn $500-ptus 
each school year 1-800 243 6679 
FORSALr 
Haft-Omega Skis. Tyroea 260 Dmd 
nos   Norckca boots size  10  1/2, 
poles, fvjggles 352-4942  
Ladies Ski OuttH for sale Down 
Jacket size Smal/Med BOs size 8. 
Exceeenl ConcMion $75 or best 
otler Cal 352-2840  
ATTENTION MIS MAJORS 
Graduating Dec.  '84    interested m 
having MIS 479 offered Iho sumrnor? 
Cal Pstty 352-2840  
Table I 4 chairs 
Chrome with while i gold 
352-0190 eves 
FOR RENT 
Apt for Sublease. Close to campus 
519LeRoy. Apt 28, 250/mo $ elec 
Contact Maurer and Green.  
Houae 5 Apt Aval anrned Houee-4 
bdrms.    $350rmo:    Apt-1     bdrm 
$180/mo. 1216) 423-4655  
4 bdrm house 258 Troup. 2 beis 
from csmpus,  rent  pkis  uM   353- 
3611 or 353-6065. •  
Campus Manor now renting' Smited 
no of openings lor summer a fal 
Next to carnpua a convenient stores. 
doeerotown 352 9302 (24 hours) 
ATTN: 1 FEMALE NEEDED TO SUB- 
LEASE APARTMENT 670 FRAZEE 
AVE '21 352-8235 CALL STE- 
PHANIE NOW' 
CAMPUS   MANOR   —   362-9302, 
anytime For rnaxxnum convenience 
10 everything 2 bdrm turn opts 
aval, for summer a tad Umtted no. ol 
rmte poealons tor tree semester 
Office.model 505 Clough next to 
Storing I Doraeys  
1 8 2 bdrm apt* a houses Close to 
csmpus  Cal 352-7454 before 5 
pm .  
Need 1 M student tor apt near 
campus Ressoneble offer 
 352-7386  
NOW RENTING FOR 1984-85 
SCHOOL YR 2 BDRM , FURN APT 
HEAT. SEWAGE. WATER a CABLE 
TV PAB BY OWNER $585 00 PER 
SEMESTER PER PERSON WITH 4 
PEOPLE CALL 352-7182 BE 
TWEEN 3-7 PM. ASK FOR RICH 
Unique Apts , tots ol character: 2 2- 
bdrm turn . huge okl house.. 1 efflc . 
entire up house 352-6860. 
CARTY RENTALS 
Apts -Rooms-Houses 
Al New Carnpua 
9-12 month and 
Summer Leaaes 
Listing Available 
352-7365 or 352-5556 
THURSTtN MANOR APARTMENTS 
Ax conditioned futy carpeted, cable 
vxuon. offlcwncies. laundry facarties 
Now leasxvj tor summer 8 fal. 
451 Thurstin Aire 352-5436 
2 Br   Apt   for rent. Victorian home 
No pets orclvklren. please Cal 352 
5408 ,  
Now avaaable lor current semester 2 
apts    dose   to   campus    Thurstin 
Manor. 352-4535  
2 bedroom newty furnished apt 
FREE sateote TV Cal 352-2663 
Houses a spartments 
dose lo csmpus lor '84-85 school 
year. Cal coeect 1 -267-3341 
£'& American Heart 
^Association 
WtHo-FIGHTING FOR YOUR UK 
season. "Shadow" was student coun- 
cil president and most popular guy in 
the school. JCU's SID said he was now 
a Dean's List accounting major. He'll 
probably fulfill the American dream 
of having a wife named Muffy, 2.2 
children and a house with a white 
picket fence. 
Those were the big names back 
then. And by the way, Tom Andrews 
who was our left tackle and went on to 
Louisville, was just tabbed in the 
fourth round of the United Football 
Uague draft by the Memphis Show- 
boats. 
It's too bad they all didn't succeed 
in a big way, but they made our senior 
year a memorable one. 
Corrales is 
optimistic 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) -aeveland 
Manager Pat Corrales plans to take 
advantage of one of the Indians' new 
pluses this season. He will use his 
three speedsters, two of them new, in 
the first spots of the batting order. 
Corrales, in town j^terday on the 
team's winter media caravan, says 
the club needed two departments im- 
proved after the 1983 American 
League season. The Indians finished 
last in the Eastern Division, 28 games 
behind champion Baltimore. 
"ONE WAS speed and the other was 
the long ball,'' be said. "We didn't 
really add the long ball, but I feel 
Andre (Thornton) will come back and 
have a better year and I think Toby 
Harrah will hit more long balls." 
Corrales suys he will lead off with 
center fielder Brett Butler, with the 
Atlanta Braves last season. Tony Ber- 
nazard, Seattle's second baseman a 
year ago, will bat second and short- 
stop Julio Franco third. 
'If one or two of them get on (in the 
first inning), with Thornton in the 
fourth spot, it can be 3-0 or «r-0 in a 
hurry," said the Indians' manager. 
Pitching is a different story. 
FOUR OF five starters are set with 
Bert Blyleven, Neal Heaton, Rick 
Sutcliffe and rookie Rick Behenna. 
However, the bullpen is wide open 
with possibilities in 25-year-old Tom 
Waddell and 24-year-old Mike Jef- 
fcoat. 
"We'll be taking 22 pitchers to early 
camp," Corrales said. "I would say 16 
will be fighting for five spots." 
Corrales says he will push the Indi- 
ans, starting in spring training. That, 
left fielder Pat Tabler said, makes 
sense. 
"We need to be pushed," said Ta- 
bler, part of the media caravan Tues- 
day. "A manager who does that keeps 
the players concentrating, keeps 
them in the ball game. That's how you 
win." 
NEED A BABYSITTER" THEN CALL 
SALLY 4433-AM AVAILABLE 
TUES NtOHTS ANO ANYTIME ON 
WEEKENDS. HAVE HAD MUCH tx 
PEPJENCE 
PERSONALS 
ATTENTION EVERYONE WHO OR 
DERED BGSU MOM a BGSU DAD 
SWEATSHRTS LAST THURS ANO 
FM YOU CAN PICK THEM UP 
WEDS 12/14 IN THE BA BLOG 
FOYER FROM 1-4 PLEASE BRING 
YOUR RECEIPT 
lasts eXMU 18 COMING 
Tickets an sale today on Iho Ural 
heor to the lualnees Admlnlstrs- 
•EER ILASTI KEP. eMASTI 
■Mardsi 8-12 HE. Common• 
tm MAST-SAE-IEER (LAST 
BETHSHUTT. 
Conpreeuletione on your peering to 
TM»   We wan you both the very 
Love. 
of Gamma FT. Beta 
RUSH DELTA UPSILON 
80S ONLY NON-SECRET 
FMTERNtTY 
HOURLY SPECIALS EVERY DAY STARTING AT 4:00 PM! 
CANADA HOUR 
9:00 pm - 10 pm DAILY 
HAPPY'HOURS 
5-7 pm & 10 pm-MIDNIGHT 
ift 4iO 352-1504 
HOURS: MONDAY-WEDNESDAY: 11:00 AM - 2:30 AM 
TUESDAY-SATURDAY: 11:00 AM - 3:00 AM 
SUNDAY: NOON - 2:30 AM 
MYLES' PIZZA PUB 
     516 E. WOOSTER 
EXPERIENCE the fun and 
adventure   of ••• 
SCUBA 
•TRAl^a«lSPON^owoBYM>ofES^K»«Aa8oaATx>.of 0M*ft8rmjcAcmii"ai 
■ FEE ■ LESS THAN HALF THE PfeCe OF MOST SCUBA COUSiaES 
' FEE BYCUIOES ALL SUPPLIES EOWPMENT USAGE   ANO AM F«_1S 
OPTIONAL FUJPSOA TUP FOR CEPJ1FICAT10N 
sign upor call the 
Rec Center 
372-2711 
ACROSS                 50 Fust year hares       12 Gpooiaphical 
i Locusts lor one      52 Cuchulain'swila          •'•* 
5 Makes             54 Shot width              '1 Coarse maize 
9 Reference book       55 Acedomy Award      21 Like some trains 
14 Minutes Ol                    winner of 1954         22 Harb 
maating                   63 Amattcan admiral    2* OartWs and 
15 Vetch                       '    and teacher                   Bonheur 
16 Capital ol Tibat       64 Siamese                   26 French composer 
17 Pakistani               65 Above, in                  27 Zodiac sign 
neighbor                       Wiesbaden               28 Cloisler dwellers 
iBAIavofable             66 acid                 29 Galahad's queal 
margin                    67 Fritter ingredient     31 American 
19 Jean cloth               68 Famous caravel             painting family 
20 Triumph lor             69 flips                          32 Distinction 
Charles                   70 Put up the                 33 "The39 " 
Laughton                      Picasso                    36 Italian (amity 
DAILY CROSSWORD 
PUZZLE 
i . 1 1 i • 1 1 | I II 11 ii ii u , H ■ H 
23 Household god       n Give the effect               ol special lame 
24 Small African               ol being                    39 Tennis stroke a 1 HE 
antelope                                                        41 London borough. 
25 Holding Ihe                                                         mainly residential 
attention                                                        ** Temple enclosure 
30 Storehouses                                                       In »nc«»nt 
34 Japanese sash                                                    Greece 
35 Accustom                     DOWN                      «6 Navigator's 
37 Upright                      I Poaer opener                 nemesis 
38 On* of Ihe               2 Beige                    49 Freshness. In 
feudal                        3 Kind ol party                 a sans* 
classes                          4 Enmesh                       51 TV Ier* 
L " P 1 ■ l P 1 ■ l ■ 1 ■ 1 ¥ P 41 F I " P 
40 Grind the teeth          5 Type ol wheel          53 Part ol a pawl 
4?   1 nrhsmitfir.f                   fi Kirl*                                    55 Khavvam                                     r8jV*4ftlT 1 F U 
tame                       7 Jason's vessel        56 Appellation 
43 Slang                         8 Complaints              57 Spare 
45 Mandolins                9 Pasla perfection      58 Quaker pronoun , 
eastern cousin         10   ot                    59 Be on the payroll 
4 7 nek up                          Samuel Pepys          60 Theatrical award 
48 Put in the                  n Film director            61 Hawaiian bird 
memory bank                FfHI                          62 English vehicle 
U 1 » 1 IS IT sT- rl 
